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Judge Cooley Has Two Stores Broken Hears Abstruse Ar- Temperance Advo- Mayor Magee Has Weather Bureau
cates Make Clean Settled Street Car Promises Drop in
Into Last
Returned to the
guments on Momentous Question Sweep of Saloons
Strike
Night
Temperature
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Mounted Policeman Beal Enter Fischer's Drugstore and Aldrich Insists That Main ln the Panic That Ensued Heavy Loss to Business and Western Man Commits SuiSeveral Women
kaune's Grocery securing
Tarriff Bill Be Disposed
!
Makes Two Arrests
to Other Interests.
cide in Pennsylvania BeStock
and
of
First.
Fainted.
at Alma.
Money
cause of Sultriness.

Pittsburg, Pa., June 2!). Pittsburg
took
is
20.
a
In the
Some time last night robbery
with-- !
happy today because the people
Turumcarl, X. M., June 2!). A band
Washington, D. C, June
All objections having been
D. C, June 29. Relief
most
bold
do
is
the
to
not have to walk down town, the Washington,
temdate
of
to
believed
be
next
that
place
night riders,
drawn, it- is quite likely that by
sweltering heat of the cabinet room,
which for two days for the intense heat is in sight, acweek Hon. M. C. Mechem's nomina- - and brazen ever attempted in Santa Taft today sat is judge ami heard ar- perance advocates, rode into two sa street car strike
demoralization cording to the weather bureau today.
H.
guments of whisky experts and their loons last night and shot the bar fix- tied up traffic causing
tion to be an associate justice of the Fe. The places broken into were
Kaune's grocery store and A. J. lawyers on the subject: "What is tures to pieces and destroyed
tho to business, was ended last night It will be cooler in the middle Atlantic
supreme court of New Mexico, will be
A
and Wednesday.
a conference between the com- states tonight
whisky?" The entire time previous liquor after which they rode into a with
confirmed by the Senate
to cooler is in progthe
of
change
a
general
leaders
the
and
officials
off
bars
iron
the
hall
wnere
dance
the
broke
pany
protecting
was
to the regular cabinet meeting
up
they
Judge A. W. Cooley arrived at
window In the s ore room back consumed in listen ing to arguments merriment causing a panic. Several union. The loss to the city has been ress in the northeastern states, the
iuii yesterday from Washington, D. C,
K
... Ulf
mnrv emrl ontorino-" tlio ctnra on exceptions made to the opinion of women fainted. The raid is the result large, wages to car men, loss in fares lake region and tho northwest. In the
fcUD,B,"vv,j
and was in tomorrow today. He will
the door Tleading Solicitor General Bowers, covering of an effort to stump out ruin selling. to the company, loss in trade to de- middle west and the southwest the
down "r
to attend the
arrive here
partment, stores, and general stand- temperature continues high.
the phases of the controversy. The
special session of the supreme court
The union claims Ten Deaths From Heat at Chicago.
still
of business.
diand Groceries,
"straight whisky" representatives
NEEDED IN
t is very likely that
on Thursday,
wl rected
it
has
their
point in everygained
their principal arguments
Chicago, 111., June 29. Ten deaths
Alamogordo will be his headquarters
claims the
m
while
the
cash
the
them8elvea
company
tQ
neuthing
FE
SANTA
contention
Bowers'
TOO
that
against
by the excessive heat,
superinduced
aswill
be
and that Judge Mectaem
same tiling. Mayor Magee who brought were
reg,gter and ,n tfae tUlg and ke. tral spirits mixed with whisky may
reported to the police yesterday.
signed to Socorro.
wise carried off a good supply of gro- - be sold under the pure food law as Protective
Association
Formed at about the agreement, says nothing, Numerous cases of prostration have
Arrests by Mounted Police.
but that there will be no trouble in been
ce,ies and geveral boxeg of cigars A whisky but agreed that the neutral
Albuquerque to Prevent Deprereported to tho police today.
It was reported at the headquarters thorougn inventory will be necessary spirits are not whisky.
for many years to come.
Pittsburg
dations
Vandals.
By
The latest fatality reported was the
of the Territorial mounted police to- tQ a8Certain just how mucn o
the
Excepting one point which will be death of Police Sergeant Bernard
Buckets of Lemonade.
A.
John
Mounted
Policeman
that
were
wlthi
day
gtock they really got away
A mass meeting ol the members of arbitrated later the differences
Washington, D. C, June 29. Many
Buckholz, who died at his home. Carl
.Beal has arrested "Tuck" and "Pad"
to Open Safe.
Attempted
the
this
weather
defied
torrid
the
sacred iieari parish was held in adjusted at a conference before May- Sonimers jumped into Lake Michigan
people
on
county,
Socorro
from
Holiman at Alma,
as follows: The
The safe lu the offlce showed
morning to come to the Senate to tue Sacred Heart school building at or Magee last night
insane. Ho was
the charge of larceny or cattle. The j)s condition that a chisel had been hear the opening battle over the in- Aluuqueique last
number of short runs to be reduced Yhile temporarily
which
at
prenigiit,
but
died
at
a hospital.
Sheriff
to
rescued,
over
sei jn an effort to force it open. The come tax amendment. The buckets liminary slepa were taken looking to- to fifty per cent; the men withdraw
prisoners were turned
Due to Heat.
SunTwo
Hundred
Death
to
Geronimo Sanchez, who lodged them urass i(nob is badly dented and cut, of lemonade in the cloak rooms were wards the establishmeut of a
emergency runs;
perma- objections
29.
Two deaths
New
June
not
week
be
while all around the lock are dents often visited by' the members
than
York,
runs
day
in jail at Socorro.
longer
and nent organization to be known as day
to the long list of temClean-UThe work each was
to
be
were
added
two
caused by the hammering.
employes
Day.
endischarged
runs;
as
a
fan
he
"Tilt!
Sacred
given
Heart Parish Properly
palm
were a score
Governor Curry has promised the appears to be that of amateurs. That tered. Senator Brown brought up the Protective Association."
The meeting given a hearing; that the conductor perature victims. There
and
had question, but Aldrich immediately was held as the result
lost his seniority be restored.
The maximum tem
who
of
Woman's board of trade the use of the the robbers took their time
prostrations.
of depredations
perature was 86 but the humidity was
entire force of convicts at the peni- no fear of interruption was evident said the Finance Committee had de- Committed at the school last Thursdown
sat
had
that
from
the
fact
to
clean
two
or
up
a
they
bill
termined
main
tariff
that
the
great. Summing up the results of the
tentiary for day
day aiteiuoou, evidently by young NO USE TEACHING
Health Commissioner
heat wave,
the town from one end to the other, to feast on a watermelon the remnants should be completed before amend- boys. The school was entered and
GREEK TO AMERICANS Darlington in his weekly mortality reThis is much neded and desired for of which they left lying upon the ments are taken up and he would teachers' desks broken into, ink suill-- i
move to table any amendment brought jed all over the iloor, "black haud",!
port, today noted an increase of
from conspicuous manure piles in the floor.
Got Into Drug Store. .
up at this time
written on the blackboard and four President Hadley Thinks it is Love's nearly 200 deaths over the correvery heart of the city to rubbish piles
Labor Lost and Not Worth
Aldrich Will Support Corporation Tax lighted candles leit iu the roouis. Foron vacant lots, the city is in the most After putting the finishing, touches
sponding period last year.
in so far as they were capable, to the
The
Time.
29.
the
SenaD.
condition
candles
June
were
possible.
the
Washington,
discovered
C,
unsanitary
Scorching in Indiana.
at Kaune s, the marauders forced tor Aldrich, in course of an answer tunately
clean-ubefore a fire resulted.
should take place before July job
Indianapolis, Ind., June 29. Two
a rear window of the Fischer's drug to
today, said he would supquestions
41 '
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29.
deaths
There
New
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'store and entered that place. Here
.
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occurred
'
heat
'
the
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through everything as a means of defeating the Income
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maximum
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the
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temperature
youth,
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decision
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of
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but
degrees,
Hadley
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tax would be repealed after two
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report today
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University
tm and helped themselves to a supply years or the rate materially lowered. H. B.
500 is
Hening, Formerly City Editor to a meeting over which Forester Nine Added to Death Roll in Philacapital of $500,000 of which $2
Qf pogtage
some
After
Tillman's
argument
of Albuquerque Morning Journal
Gifford Pinchot presided.
paid up. Tne capital siock. is uimCuAg jn the cage rf Kaune & tnorough amendment
delphia.
of
providing a duty
Weds Illinois Girl.
declared that the best eduinto 500,000 shares, ine incorpo a- Inventory of the stock carried will be ten cents a
Hadley
Pa., June 29. Nine
Philadelphia,
defeaton
was
tea,
pound
declarAmerica
in
cators
tors and directors have each subscrib- - necessary to find out how much they ed
and
Europe
were
added yesterday to
more
deaths
by 55 to 18.
Horace B. Hening, secretary of the ed that the study of Greek takes more the list of heat victims in this
ed to 500 shares and are the follow- got away witn
city.
All this is but,
and Bureau of Immigration, was married time than it is worth. He said the
preliminary
Missed a Good Thing.
for
the
makes
the
ing: Herbert J. Hagerman, W. C
total
This
present
when
the tariff bill is taken up, the yesterday morning at the home of American public don't care to have
.
In their anxiety or carelessness,
Jteid, Edgar Salfee of Kosweii, J.
hot spell more than forty. The huincome tax will be put aside to en - jthtJ brId
imrenta ln TackBonvilll!. its sons taught Greek and the colHowell and W. C. Lawrence of Lake tne thieves overlooked a bet when able Mr.
midity today was 91, while the maxiTillman to argue an amend- Illinois, to Miss Virginia Hockeuhuli, leges cannot teach
things to people mum temperature was 90.
Arthur. The company will drill for they jet severely alone the large safe ment on tea, for the
comof
purpose
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. they don't want.
in the Fischer drug store. In the safe
.
oil in the lower Pecos valley.
11!
t.J..I ue. uie- i.Uuiti lux- nucKeuuuu.
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Four Drop From Heat in Cleveland.
teimiK" IU
liih- Kciitjuuifs
mi...
me ceremony was per- was over seven hundred dollars in :
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UIUB fnl,,0,l
HiUllilU IUSI IIU t.
Cleveland, O., June 29. One man
!,
f
.
"
service or biumuuu.
TO
LED
in
tea
schedule
the
and
one attempted to commit suiup
taking
60,000
died,
,"
mediate relatives of the bride and
kJ
upon Insurance Commissioner Jacobo- ing performances at the Elks' theater.
d
fen cents
He
four were prostrated due to
and
cide,
G.
Rev.
Dr.
Roswell
the
groom by
PLEDGE ABSTINENCE
Chaves, for the Germania Fire Insur- Had the law breakers been aware of declared tMs
to be (onP t0
ht
The highest temperahere.
the heat
Post. The bride and groom left imance Company of New York and the this fact they would have in all prob-,tethe
erg f South Q
90
but the humidity
was
ture
Aldegrees,
mediately after the ceremony for
Grand Old Catholic Bishop Who Cham
American central insurance vuuiyauj nuimj mouc eveij euun iu wcun
lina, who, he said will soon be able
89 during the
was
reaching
and
will
home
intense,
make
their
buquerque
of St. Louis, in a suit by Luis Lujan en the safe,
pioned Temperance Cause Goes ; afternoon.
to furnish enough tea for America in
that city.
to His Reward.
Mounted Police on Hand,
of Tucumcari, to recover on a policy
and even ship some. He declared
Insufferably Hot at Denver.
the
in
and
$700
This
the
former
mounted
the
morning
police there, is an enormous profit now and
for $800 in
June 29. Whew!
Colo.,
Denver,
looked carefully over the place where with duty. America can crow its own EL PASO
latter.
Winona, Minn., June 29. Bishop 103
shade!
in
the
degrees
was
committed
and
they tea. Dixon suggested a bounty if
B. Cotter, 65 years old, of the Cathjtne robbery
Suit Involving Lands.
is the highest ascension I
DOCTOR
ARRESTED
"That
now
are
on
of
trails
the
the
a
guilty
was
olic diocese of Winona, died at his
that
the case, but Tillman said
Judge John R. McFie has issued
have made in many years," said the
home here. In the early eighties he
temnorarv injunction against A. R. ones- Wnen caught the culprits will he would accept no bounty, even if
thermometer under an
no
He
shown
With
mercy.
and
a dollar a pound. He would not be Charged
Throwing was for several years president of the ' advertising
Perjury
Manby and the Taos Valley Land
on
street yesterday.
Sixteenth
Constable With Attachment
Catholic Total Abstinence Union of awning
caught in such a trap and wanted proCompany to restrain them from dissome
''I
taken
have
high
trips," the
Off Yacht.
tection for the whole country and not
America.
posing of the interests of the com- BUSY TERM
in all the days
"but
tube
continued,
a
for
his
own
As a result of his letters Bishop
state,
bounty
pany until an accounting is had and.
of my
career, 1 have nevVUR
Los Angeles, Calif., June 29. Dr. Cotter secured about 60,000 pledges
Senator Aldrich made the statement
claims of the plaintiffs, Martha S.
been so close to boiling point, eser
during the argument over the tea tax. Frank Bell, of El Paso, who accused for total abstinence. He was one
Hill. Charles H. Hill, Alexander F.
pecially at this time of year."
Prescott and Mary R. Prescott, who Judge John R. McFie Talks Very The corporation tax and the income A. P. Sanger, his wife's brother, and of the leading Catholic workers in the
Pueblo and Grand Junction suffered
Glowingly of the Attractions of
tax could not be kept out of the de- - O. P. Widaman, his attorney of hav- northwest.
paid $50,000 for 200,000 shares in
the
greatest from the heat of any of
Rio Arriba County.'
hate. It was in response to a direct ing shot him, was arrested yesterday
the defendant company, of which, De-- j '
cities.
western
the
on
the charge of perjury growing out
question from Clay, that Mr. Aldrich
fendant A. R. Manby is alleged to
'
Hottest
WOOL
PRICES
Days for Years.
of the case nearly a year ago. Bell
have claimed control and of which he
Judge John R. McFie, who has just told bluntly his position on the
June 29.
Colo.,
Greeley,
is also charged with having thrown a
CONTINUE HIGH was the hottest day of the Yesterday
his brother, J. B. Manby, are of- - returned from Tierra Amarilla, where come tax. "I shall vote for the
year. The
Misuse and misappropriation he held tow weeks'
court, cannot poration tax as a means of defeating deputy constable out of his yacht,
98 degrees in
thermometer
registered
of funds are alleged by plaintiffs, in speak too highly of the hospitality of the income tax. I shall be perfectly when the latter came to serve an at- Demand By Manufacturers
Less the shade from 11 to 3:30 o'clock.
and the people of the county, seat of Rio frank, I shall vote for it for another tachment. Bail was fixed at $4,000.
.addition to niisrepresentatiois
Flood at Des Moines.
Heavy and Therefore There Is
Decline in Sales Reported.
Des Moines, la., June 29. A cloudmanipulation of company funds and Arriba. That part of New Mexico is reason. The income of the
lands, which are claimed to gradually attracting new settlers. It ment will show a deficit of of sixty BRANDENBURG ACburst yesterday swept half a dozen
include 20,000 acres in the Antonio has the finest grazing country in the million this year; next year it will be
residences from their foundations,
Boston, Mass., June 29. The local
QUITTED
cellars and reached a depth
flooded
milion. I am willing that
Martinez grant. The suit was brought Southwest, fhe, Chania and the Bra- - forty-fiv- e
wool market is apparently awaiting
of eight inches on the floors of
in the district court for Taos county ZOs are running bank full and there is! the deflicit shal be taken care of by
Indications of future prices of finished
dwellings and tore up a half mile of
and the allegations of the plaintiffs still considerable snow in the moun-- the corporation tax, but at the end of Charged With Kidnaping the Step-Sogoods, and sales have been less heavy
of
James
of
Cabanne
St.
& Northwestern tracks
sensaat
tains. The term of court was a very two years it should be reduced or re
Chicago
are very Interesting and even
than the previous weeks. Prices are VaiL
Missouri.
Louis,
of
form
He
said a permanent
gional.
i'busy one, but the criminal business placed.'
sjipp
still high, however, and with the
New York, June 29. Broughton
A large livery barn was carried 200
was mostly of minor nature. The last direct taxation was sure to destroy
situation settled, lt is expected,
feet down the main street and left
was acquitted today on that there will be
the
was
on
Brandenburg
at
verdict
in
system.
protection
brought
Saturday
BLIND CUES IN
resumption in buy
across
the thoroughfare.
midnight.
Only two penitentiary Census Bill Goes to President for the charge of grand larceny, growing ing by manufacturers. New territory standing
Sidewalks were swept away and the
out of the sale to the New York is moving
SIGEL MURDER sentences were imposed. Policarpio
steadily with Montana sell
Signature.
Times of an article purporting to Ing at 27
to 28 in grease or 72 damage will reach $50,000. In places
jaramiiio, wno muraeroa an agea man
Washington, June 29.-- An
the water is two and three feet deep
have been signed by Grover Cleve- to 73 scoured.
of Problem Seems Fai Off at Ensenada one night was indicted ment on all the
disputed points in the land. He was
in
the middle of the principal streets.
at once arrested again
But Fifty Detectives Are
and sentenced for life by three o'clock hill nroviiHn? fnr tho
onna was on
Himself on Account of Heat.
Killed
the
the
stepcharge of kidnaping
the following afternoon.
Very Busy.
reached hv the mnfor
nf both
PARIS
JEWELER
Pa., June 29. Suffering
Allentown,
son of James Cabanne in St. Louis.
New York, June 29. A police cor- The court party enjoyed trout din- - houses of Congress and their report
and mentally from the efphysically
SUES FOR $20,875 fects of the heat, William. Hiskey,
don thrown about a comparatively ner8 aimost every day as trout fl8hing was accepted by the House and
territory comprising Patterson, in the Brazoa and other streama ia ate leaving nothing but the signature MORE DAYLIGHT
aged 62 years, formerly of Oakland,
Passaic, Hackensack and other neigh- - yery good thu ye&
of the president to make lt a law The
committed
Expects Howard Gould to Pay for California,
suicide by
FOR CINCINNATI
Jew Jersey, io muaj
DOrmg lOWns
Jewels Bought by Wife While
His widow lives in Oakland.
most important provision of the bill
hanging.
lightening around a number of China-- TW0
She Was Abroad.
is one pertaining to the general civil
Hands of Clocks Have Been Turned
BLA5V,
men among whom the police hope to
censervice
to
not
and
the
BOUND
SUSPECTS
especially
OVER,
NO REVOLUTION
Back One Hour By Municipal
find a trace of Leon Ling, the sup- bus. This provision rules that here
New York, June 29. An echo of
Ordinance.
IN HONDURAS
ter all examinations of applicants
the Mrs. Katherine Clemmons Gould's
the best detectivIs Lvr been placed Cleveland,' Ohio, June
Cincinnati, Jkme 29 The ' city
servin
the
government
. council gave official sanction to the suit for divorce was heard today when
in this territory which leads to the B. Joseph Nuzzo, the . local black for positions,
New Orleans, La., June 29. No
reth r,lW W Infnrmotinn tinnd aiisnepf. wna hnntiH nVpr in tha Ice from any State Shall be conducted "more daylight" movement
by passing argument was heard and decision
confirmation of the pending revoluln
state
whlcn
such
ln
applicant
which has not yet been made public, grand jury today, waiving an exami- an ordinance providing for moving served by Justice Blanchard on a mo- tion in Honduras is
from
a resies, and that persons taking the the clock back one hour during the tion to set aside the previous order American Consul W. obtainable
The mystery surrounding the murder nation. Ptppino Galbo demanded
A.
Brickwood,
examinations
been
shall have
actually months of
He was asked to join the
of Miss Sigel and the disappearance hearing.
May to September, inclu- for Mrs. Gould's examination berore who arrived here last night from Puerof Leon seems no nearer to solution, order of the Banana by Sam Lima of domiciled in the state for at least a sive. It Is believed that Cincinnati trial in a suit brought by Cartier, the to Cortez. He declined
to discuss the
The ,g thJ
The detectives have run down the Marlon, Ohio, who it Is believed is the year previous to examination.
flm Amerlcan city t0 change Paris jeweler, to recover $20,875 from situation in Central America. Other
tbe
is
to
intended
prevent
clue concerning the removal of a head of the black hand. Galbo was provision
WOrklng hours during the summer Howard Gold for jewelry claimed to passengers from there say that while
trunk to a laundry in Harlem but also bound over to the federal grand
months, along the lines introduced in have been purchased In France by there is unreBt a revolution is
i
Sound only an empty building.
numerous European countries,
jury.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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The Big Stoire

THE

DAILY

ROUND

UP.

WE WAIT YOU

LOOK ALOFT.

(By Jonathan Lawrence.)
In the tempest of life, when the wave
and the gale
Are around and above, if thy footing
should fail,
If thine eye should grow dim, anu uiy
caution depart,
"Look aloft," and be firm, and be fearless of heart.
If

the friend, who embraced in
perity's glow,

To Attend Our Gigantic

women use
ISO
1IMDI

I

part;

of slioes, when
Let us ask you why pay $3 50 for pair
one pair of oui
pair to wear as lonShoeas for
it will require threecan
n is
when we
WHY.
duplicate the You will $5.00.
find la our
"amble Md your AX 'well iw your
will suffer.
$4.00 Shoes every POINT KNOW TO COOl)
I

SHOES-MAKIN-

WE BELIEVE OUR
ARE THE BEST

$4.00

$4.00 SHOES
SHOES ;0N, EARTH

and jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
T me one month to one year. Rates are
Call and see us before borrowing.

On notes, diamonds

Loans are strictly private.

Vm. FARAH

at SALMON Store ?S

NATHAN SALMON.
Phone 10s
store in Santa Fe.

San Francisco Street.
The largest and the only

AAt

This

j

re

at Hale
Begins Saturday Morning

JONE

ne

friends."

.

SELIGMAN BROS. CO.

Ballard Snow Liniment Go.
ST. LOUIS,

MO.

And,

Sc!d

SAHTA FE. NEW MEXICO

and Recommended bf

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

LIVE ITEMS

i

FROM MORIARTY

3 CARS FLOUR 3

TRY OUR

The Busy and Prosperous Town on the
Detention House Discontinued
New Mexico Central Tributary
detention house at Albuquerque, es
to Santa Fe.
tablished a year ago, has been discon
tinued.
(Haywood and Fielding, Morlarty,
Luis Barela1
Fined for Drunkenness
Agents for the New Mexican.)
was arrested on Sunday at Las Vegas for being drunk and disorderly
Moriarty Wins From Estancia.
and was fined $5 and costs.
Moriarty defeated Estancia Sunday
M'nrirtv rounds hv a
Tonight
Marriage at Albuquerque
at Albuquerque, Miss Mary Menaul, gcore of ? tQ g WHh the excei,tion of
ciaugnter or Kev. james .vienaui, win the flr8t aM seyenth innlngs both
be married to Attorney Charles Law- - teams
played flrstclass ball. White
son of Chicago.
started the twirling for Moriarty hut
Marriage License Issued At Albu
trifle wild, however he pulled
querque yesterday, a marriage license hlm8;,f flut Qf & t'ght hole ,n the first
uuuu- was issued to Mae Anna
after waMng one man and hitting an-eand
of
Arizona,
Phoenix,
27,
aged
G Johnson reieaved White in
other
Clarence R. French, aged 34.
tWrd &nd Md fte Estancia batters
New Santa Fe Agent at Las Vega- s- c
lete at his niercyi allowing one
Dan L. Bat.chelor for the past 2S years nm durf
the remalnder of the game,
in the employ of the Santa Fe sys- - Jn the
hUg by Hays Whlte
geventh
tern, has been superseded as agent at and
together with three
Ellwanger
Las Vegas hy Cashier R. W. Hoyt.
elTor8 netted Moriarty four rims. Hays
Autos for Santa Rosa Line-- The
mA Q Johnson for Moriarty and
for the auto line from Las
anfl gcott for Estanc5a carrled off
Vegas to Santa Rosa have been ship- honor8 ln fte fleW and at the bat
ped. G. J. Fredericks is manager oU
Score
'n"'"9,S'
the line, which will get the mail con'
2
x 7
Moriarty
trn,
1
Estancia
Hotel Clerk Marries Palmer B.
Strike out, by Johnson 8, by Terry 8.
Holte, night clerk at the Savoy, Al
Walkup.
Umpire
buquerque, and Miss Clara O. HenMrs.
O'Bannon left Moriarty
Flora
derson of Minneapolis. Minesota. were
married at the Duke City by Justice Sunday for Albuquerque where she
will join her husband.
of the Peace Craig.
hun-Hon. Earl Scott, U. S. commission-drefor
Five
j
Recruits
Philippines
men of the Twelfth Infantry, er at Estancia, spent Sunday in Mori-wil- l
pass Lamy on Thursday in fifteen arty.
Pullman sleepers bound for San
Dr. H. G. Bartlett will accompany
Francisco from where they will sail Mrs. E. F. Peckam to Santa Fe where
for the Philippines.
the latter will undergo treatment at
Asks for Divorce In the district St Vincent's hospital.
court at Albuquerque yesterday Roy
a prominent real esNeal
L. Crouch brought suit for divorce tate manJenson,
of Estancia, was one of the
from his wife, Mae Gertrude Crouch
visitors to Moriarty Sunday.
and custody of their daughter. They
were married at Fowler, Indiana, on
caraa ae ttvm ana wed-

.
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Corn Ideal
BRANDS OF FLOUR for SANTA FE

June

Winter 6rocery
Plaza, Santa Fe.

Co.

Telephone No.

40

CALL AfJD SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

a.

apz

MANUFACTURER

JEWELER

A
VV Jni
Jr&lL W
j
Oil
JLtxuvurilil
21

7H(H

Also Good for Chickens
SOLE AGENTS

FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Bon

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Hay,

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOOSE IN SANTA FE.

H. Ct YQNTZ

DIAMONDS

WATCHES

RIGHT PRICES
RIGHT GOODS
RIGHT SERVICE

t iliuilI4
wurui
-- J EWER EL Y-

-

Eye. Teted and
Fitted

By

Method..

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SILVERWARE.
346 San

Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

ding Invitations a specialty at the New
Weiller
Wedding
Harry
office. An one stand'
Scores of congratulatory telegrams Mexican Printing
to
were sent from Santa Fe yesterday to tog ln need of such will do well
examine samcall
office
and
this
at
Harry B. Weiller at St. Louis, Misntvla of war and nrtcet
souri, where he was married last eve- ples
ning, at the home of the bride's parents to Miss Lillian Sicher. The
This Will Interest Mothers
couple will reside at Albuquerque.
A Quiet Wedding
At the home of
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Rev. E. C. Anderson, pastor of the Children, a Certain relief for Fever-First Methodist church of Santa Fe, Ishness, Headache,
Bad Stomach,
on Saturday evening, June 26, at 8:30 Teething, Disorders, move and
occurred the marriage of ulate the Bowels and destroy Worms.
Maurice Thompson of Espanola, to They break up colds ln 24 hours.
Miss Meribah Wright of Des Moines, They are so pleasant to the taste and
Iowa. The guests present were Mrs. harmless as milk. Children like them.
Adelaide Wright, mother of the bride; Over 10,000 testimonials of cures.
Mrs. Frank J. Wright and son, Gard- They never fall. Sold by all druggists,
ner Wright, all of whom came with 25c. Asy today. Don't accept any
Miss Wright from her home in Des substitute.
Moines. Mr. and Mrs. Thompson left
Santa Fe on Sunday evening for their
future home near Espanola.
&
D. M.
of

N. M.

B.

SKIPPING THE BAD ONES

YOU CAN'T MAKE A' MISTAKE

reg-o'cloc- k,

HOOVER

Sore Nipples.
Any mother who has had experience with this distressing ailment
will be pleased to know that a cure
may be effected by applying Chamberlain's Salve as soon as the child
Is done nursing.
Wipe it off with a
soft cloth before allowing the babe
to nurse. Many trained nurses use
this salve with bst results. For sale
by all druggists.

SON

BY BUYING YOUR

GARDEN TOOLS &

POULTRY NETTING

Builders and Contractors
PLANS

&

OF US

ESTIMATES

Furnished on short notice
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY

Our Goods and Prices are Right
LAWN MOWERS AND LAWN SPRINKLERS

FRESH EGGS
CREAM & MILK
Mo

Phone
No 14

146 Red

Telephone
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

w

cost you will find
thisST0RE- - Medicines to give right results must be
right. Buy Medicines here and you get all the advant)
ages of care in selecting the drugs and filling the
cription no matter how simple or complexthat all our
customers have depended upon they find us right-- so

In point of goods and for reasonable

pres-TC3-

will you.

Alfalfa Mea 1

Engraved

9, 1903.

Subscribe for the New Mexican.

ATT

Broil

d

Imperial Whole Wheat
Graham
WECONTROL-ABOV-

-- i

i

iura

I

6.

2

PRICE 80c.

te

Jersey Cream
Imboden Imperial
Pansy

will prove a remarkable, money saver to You

Thousands of choice Remnants direct from the Mills

Biliousness, Constipation, Chills
and Fever, Dyspepsia, Malaria
and all Liver Complaints.
Mrs. C. D. Philley, Marble
Falls, Tex. writes : I find Her-bithe best liver corrective I
ever tried. It has done my family and myself a world of
good. I recommend it to my

and depart!

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN
reasonable.

oh! when death comes in his
terrors, to cast
His fears on the future, his pall on
the past,
In that moment of darkness, with
hope in thy heart,
And a smile in thine eye, "look aloft"

Ell
86-ve-

pentant regret,
"Look aloft" to the sun that is never
to set.

"Look aloft" from the darkness and
dust of the tomb,
To that soil where "affection Is ever
in bloom."

It

Woman who suffer from
headaches, and all disea-e- s
due to a torpid liver, should
not fill their stomach with calomel and other drugs.
HERBINE QUICKLY CURES

Should the visions which hope spreads
in light to thine eye,
but
Like the tints of the rainbow,
brighten to fly,
Then turn, and, through tears of re

Should they who are dearest, the son
of thy heart,
The wife of thy bosom, in sorrow de-- i

Mill Outlet Sale

careful

All

pros-

With a smile for each joy and a tear
for each woe,
Should betray thee when sorrows like
clouds are arrav'd,
"Look aloft" to the friendship which
never shall fade.

MIDI
IMUUv
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HARDWARE CO.
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'

ZOOK'S

1

PKLARMAGY
PHONE NO. 213

NO REASON FOR IT.

(Homestead Entry No. 7992.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,

FROM

When Santa Fe Citizens Show the
Certain Way Out
U. S. Land Office
Santa Fe, N. M., June 15, 1909.
There can lie no just reason why
Notice is hereby given that Sefe-rin- o any reader of this will continue to
Vigil of Santa Fe, N. M., who, suffer the tortures of an aching back,
on July 20, 1904, made Homestead the annoyance of
urinary disorders,
Entry (010493) No. 7992, for E
the dancers of diabetes of any kidney
Sec. 13, and ills when relief is so near at hand
SW
NW
:SW
lot 3, Sec. 24, Township 18 N, Range and the most positive proof given that
10 E, N. M. P. Meridian has filed no
Read what a
can be cured.
tice of intention to make final five they
Santa Fe citizen says:
year proof, to establish claim to the
Jose Ortiz y Baca, Alto street, Santa
land above described, before the reg
"I derived benefit
Vo m M.. savs:
ister and receiver at Santa Fe, N. M
Pills which gives
j from Doan's
Kidney
xn the 28 of July, 1909.
to
for their .effvouch
cause
me just
Claimant names as witnesses:
three years
for
Intervals
At
iciency.
n
Rafael Montoya, Beatriz Vigil,
troubled
or
more
less
I
was
by pains
Montoya, Manuel Sals y
in my back, and seeing Doan's Kidall of Santa Fe, N. M.
for
ney Pills highly recommended
MANUEL R. OTERO,
at
box
a
I
this
complaint,
procured
Register.
Stripling & Burrow's drug store. After using them as directed a short
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
time I was relieved."
Connection made wits Automobile
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
3ine at Torrance for Roswell daily, cents.
Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
Automobile leaves Torrance for Rossole agents for the United
New
York,
well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros- States.
Remember the name Doan's and
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and artake no other.
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
(Homestead Entry No. 052.)
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Notice for Publication.
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autoof the Interior,
Department
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
manager, Automobile Line.
June 10, 1909.

it

the character of the tree growth and

Ft

TO SEATTLE

1-- 2

A Lesson in Enterprise and Pr ogres

1-- 4

siveness

Da-mia-

What Santa Fe Might Do In
the Light of What Pacific Coast is Doing.

n

If you want anything on
New Mexican want "ad."

(By A. H. Brodhead.)
To those of us who have gathered
round the camp fire underneath the
starlit heavens, drinking in stores of
reserve energy that seem part of the
air, the very real attrac-- .
tions of progressive cities, are those
to be enjoyed for a season, the abid- is in the open by the
ing heart-easpine-lade- n

e

camp fire. In the Grand Canon of
the Colorado river we have one of
the world's colossal nature wonders.
It has the real call of the open, but
its beauties may be enjoyed by the
traveler surrounded by every comfort and convenience of an
city hotel. How often has it been
urged: "Santa Fe can never grow, it
has not water enough to support a
Every ounce of water
population."
the Grand
used in the El Tovar,
Canon's famous hostelry is transported in tank cars from the vicinity of
In this day of American
Williams.
energy, an achievement is planned.!
Natural conditions are forced to fit
the thing planned.
The Grand Canon.
But what of the canon the sombre
grandeur of it all, the countless ages
it represents. Think of a rock rent
that nature has made thirteen miles
from rim to rim and 4,000 feet deep
from which wells up that blue, mysterious haze. We have something of
the same mystery in that impressive
The
opening scene in "Ben Hur."
three camels, their eastern riders,
motionless, likewise the star and all
wrapped in that inscrutable blue haze.
It opens up to us a region so far beyond and above the petty small things
of this life, that we stand humbled on
threshold of mysteries, the forces of
which the Almighty rules. The El
Tovar, a Log Cabin Inn, in size in
keeping with the canon on whose
brink it is situated. Built of the
pine logs of the surrounding forest
rich, complete and in touch with nature as she is here represented. Our
American artists have honored places
or its walls. An Indian head by Bert
Phillips of Taos is there, the art room
has many pictures of merit and
painting, as illustrated at night,
is a scene long to be remembered.

(Not Coal Land)
Notice is hereby given that Albino
try Lucero of Jemez Springs, N. M., who
on July 3, 1908, made homestead entry No. 052, for lot 7, Sec. 6; and N
of lot 1, Sec. 7, Township 18 N,
Range 4 E, N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make final
five year proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
the register and receiver at Santa Fe,
N. M., on July 21, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Refugio Armenta, Lino Armenta,
Jose Mestos y Ruiz, Jose Armenta, all

arth

2

GET TO USING
THE

7

of Jemez

rt

They

The

Springs, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.

Best

For all Coughs and Colds,
Diarrhoea, both in children and
adults, Rheumatism, Kidney and
Stomach Complaints.
There is no more efficient
Liniment and Medicated Oil
than the
INTERNATIONAL.

j

Stomach Troubles.
Many remarkable cures of stomach
troubles have been effected by Cham- berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets.
One man who had spent over two
thousand dollars for medicine
and
treatment was cured by a few boxes
of these tablets.
Price 25 cents.
Samples free at all druggists.
The New Mexican does printing and
binding equal to the best done in
any of the large cities. Try our work
once and you will certainly come
again. We have all the facilities for
turning out every class of work, including one of the best binderies in
the West.

These remedies can be found

For Sale by all Druggists and
Dealers In Medicine!

Solely, By

Compounded

THE INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE CO
OF NEW MEXICO.

Central New Mexico

Many of our citizens are drifting toward Bright's disease by neglecting
symptoms of kidney and bladder trouble which Foley's Kidney Remedy
will quickly cure. Sold by all

j

r

r wnu

iviuull
ROADSTER &

i

'

d

j

UMno

d

Arizona's

j

you 8re interested in a 5 passenger touring car or a 3, passenger lioadster, do not buy a car until you have inspected our
J909 Models. The wonderful performances of this car over New
Mexican roads should remove all doubt as to which car you should
buy. Santa Fe to Las Vegas 4 hours, 40 minutes, carrying three
passengers and 200 pounds luggage.
Los Cerrillos and return over mountain roads 52 miles on
high
gear, 2 hours and 3 minutes.
Climbing Fort Marcy and Tesuque Hill on high gear.

For Demos tration
call Upon

v.

EARL MAYS,

102 E.

Palace Ave.

Santa Fe,

FORD

AGENCY

N. M.

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
OF

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
practical life under modern conditions. Complete

Jhlfor
JT 11

Oil

College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
and Electrical Engineering and it Household Eco-

nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
course. Expenses are low and there are many, opportunities
for self support.

For Catalogue and further information, address the President

W. E.

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

d

McCut-cheon'- s

TOURING CARS

Problem.

Leaving the Grand Canon, we find
the problem of Arizona that of New
Mexico, how shall barren be turned
to productive land. To the solving of
this problem we must overturn our
energies earnest research and patience will eventually solve it. The
orange, lemon and olive groves of
the Pacific coast, the flowers in won- derful profusion and beauty, the
marine gardens with their finny in- habitants are all objects of interest
and beauty to the eye that has never
before beheld them. Los Angeles a
city of snap and vim with continued
growth on all sides. The chief asset
of any locality is the use of its natural
advantages, attractively, but wide
streets, well parked or planted to
trees are an attractions in any com
munity,

lumber interest are getting out their
product and make settlements along
the line of the Northern Paciflic rail-

road.
j

scarred, but the replaced districts
larger and finer than ever. In making
the ocean trip from Frisco to Portland
to those who love the water, old ocean
comes as an old friend, rewith
its ' many attract-ion- s
plete
of fresh air, beauty of out-- j
look and cloud effects. The Columbia
river from its mouth to Portland, a
river of great natural beauty, wooden
to the water's edge, and as this season
the water is very high, some of the
Salmon
trees are half submerged.
fishers by the hundreds dotted the
mouth.
They were in open 20 foot
boats with square sails, laden with
nets and these seemed to cover the
entire mouth of the river except the
channel. Astoria, old John Jacob
namesake, the first town on the
river, located on a hill with its main
business streets plank walks and built
inon piling. It seems ridiculous
deed that with miles of surrounding
virgin forest, that land claimed by
the river should be converted into
business streets, but such is the case,
and this condition is again seen in
Seattle. From this point all the way
to Portland it Is a beautiful broad
winding river, its banks clothed with
verdure, and serving, as it does, a
fertile country, destined In the future
to be a mighty mart of trade. Portland is on the "Willamette river a
short distance from where it branches from the Columbia. By railroad
from here to Seattle reminds one of
a trip through Michigan to Mackinaw,
As-tor-

's

MEXICO.
of the Southwest
Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
ROSWELL,

NEW

Tho Wert Point

IJf I
V
-

f

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young

men for college or for business life. Great
of open air work. Healthlets location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
n the beautiful Peeoi Valley the garden
spot of the West al an elevation of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers. and Instructors, all graduates from standard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern Ip all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W

amount

iir

Lucres
r
y
-.-

1.-3

A

Fllyan
For particulars and Illustrated
address.

catalogue

COL, IAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent

aM-

r

ir
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE
Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
one for women. It has a faculty of sixteen instructors, especially educated and trained for their respective departments. Its students are yearly increasing
in

numbers.

VE SCHOOLS:

California,

Oregon

progressive

I

College of Letters and
Sciences, Engineering,
Education, Preparatory
Commercial.

ROOM AND BOARD AT THE

UNX'V

ERSITY

at reasonable rates
Address President W. G. TIGHT,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders

J

.

All

TO

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aoent

LIVERY STABLE

Energetic and Progressive People.
Such are the Pacific coast states,
and

Washington

and their kindred attractions. It
a great community of prosperous,

j

The Pacific Coast.
The wonderful cultivated suburbs of
Los Angeles abound in the beauties
of lawn and garden.
San Francisco
with indomitable energy has. nearly
recovered from her disaster, still

New Mexico Military Institute

j

for June, contains
sketch with caricatures for
those who enjoy a half hour's amusing
reading

a

vegoisitiui being the same,
Seattle.
And what of Seattle, a city after
;!5 years growth of jjx'i.liiio population?
It is a marvel in many ways, with!
many of the characteristics of Frisco!
and not a few of the physical and
commercial advantages of New York
City. Here are found fourteen story
steel, stone and marble hotel structures with every possible convenience.
Magnificent marble dining room, or
chestra in the evening, tea room, roof
hotel
garden, corridor overlooking
mission
furnished
style with
lobby,
desks, stationery and every convenience for correspondence, stenographer
who is also an operator on typewriter
and adding machine in attendance.
Rooms with bath, telephone and closets constantly lighted by electricity
and every other feature of the hotel
in keeping with these appointments,
yet the incongruity of it all, back of
the building is an open space of about
four city blocks where part of a hill
is being blasted away and a locomotive and eight dump cars puff and
work all day and all night. The city
rovers many miles and its houses are
compactly built in many places. Second avenue particularly is a broad
business street with many as fine
business structures as either Frisco
or Los Angeles.
The Exposition.
The
exposition
known on the Pacific coast as the A.
Y. P., beautifully located with Lakes
Washington and Union on either side,
20 minutes trolley ride from the main
hotel and business section of Seattle.
It is a comparatively small but beautiful exhibition not in any sense of
the word small in the magnitude of
its exhibits, but because the buildings
are
and compactly located, the principal exhibits can be
seen and a general impression gained
in a short time. Grouped around Cascade court and the Arctic Circle, boia
water features, are the exposition
buildings proper.
Pay Streak, Ani
mal Exhibits, etc., are alloted space
on the outskirts, the total space occu- pied being 250 acres. From the
handsome entrance, a short steep ascent leads to the II. S. government
buildings. From this the highest
point in the fair grounds you look
directly down the central court, comprising Cascade Court and the Arctic
Circle with the largest exhibit buildings on either hand and ending in the
music pavilion. This scene is particularly brilliant at night with the
cream-coloreand water
buildings
features outlined in thousands of electric lights. The general character of
such exhibits are known to everyone,
but for beauty of arrangement, inge
nuity of exhibition and strength of
building design, the U. S. Government,
Forestry and Arctic Brotherhood,
might be mentioned, also the exhibits
of Canada, Japan and New York state.
Innes New York Orchestral band, over
thirty pieces with a soprano soloist
give two concerts daily, a musical
treat long to be remembered. A fast
and powerful motor boat, gives you
a view of the exposition from Lake
A cigar-shapeballoon
Washington.
the air
flying machine
navigated
above the buildings. The floral display was very beautiful.
The Cascades and Rockies.
A return trip from Seattle through
Spokane, Helena and Billings, show
first the beauties of Cascade
and
Rocky mountain ranges, virgin forests
with clear mountain streams, splendid
tree growth and verdure everywhere.
Very little evidence of humanity except here and there where mining and
c

Mo-ran- 's
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is

people, whose

territory nature has most richly blessof
ed and the speedy development
which is assured by the energy of its
citizens.
While more than satisfied
with their surroundings
are
t.hej
of
quick to grasp the possibilities
adjacent territory. Their money is
going into Mexico, where the steamer
crrrying trade that will soon be rushing through the Panama canal will
bring the products of that country,
with cheap transportation cost, within a few days of the consumers of
New York and other eastern cities.
Into Alaska where the fisheries industry will within a few years produce
more wealth than her gold output.
A Lesson for Santa Fe.
In the light of such nature attrac
tions as the Grand Canon of the Colorado, the Yosemite, the Yellowstone
National Park and the many and varied advantages and attractions of the
Pacific coast states, what are we to
learn of the resources of our own locality.

We may learn, for instance,

that Los Angeles with few apparent
resources can be made the most attractive city of the coast by the wealth
poured Into it by eastern capitalists
who spend there but three months of
the year to enjoy the climate, but
whose residence tnere has made a
business city, surrounded by a wonderfully beautiful residential district.
This Is the asset of climate a very
real one and it brings its train not
only business but an ideal city for
residence. As a historic point of interest, comprising the oldest American

European domination and
United States occupation we stand
without a peer. The value of this
asset is only beginning to be recognized, withT?roper appreciation it
will grow with every year.
Every known historic point in this
locality must be emphasized, others

FINE fRIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURR1ES, HACKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE

When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right

CHAS. CLOSSON. J
ac

527

Mian ana

&ig1brg
San Francisco Street

Mm Wares
Illi

of the finest
EVER

Six.).

'

SALE

ONLY
Embroideries

SHOWN IN

ALL OP THE VERY
PATTERNS AND DESIGNS

THIS CITY.

LATEST AND NEWEST

INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED
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(Continued on Pan

ana Carlos

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opals,
3
H
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.

civilization
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
THE NEW

MEXICAN

PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES-

PAUL A. F. WALTER
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,

SHOULD PAY THE
PIPER.
The visit of Secretary of the Interior Ballinger and the Senate Irrigation Committee to the west this summer, will have important bearing upon the work of the Reclamation Service in the future. While pessimists
believe that there will be considerable curtailing on the projects already started, this is very unlikely.
The result will probably be direct apof
propriations for the completion
milthese works. Uncle Sam spends
lions of dollars annually on river and
harbor improvements without expecting to be paid back directly the
amounts expended but under present
reclamation legislation he expects
this very thing from the water users.
This is unjust and inequitable
for
he will be paid back indirectly as he
is from the improvement of rivers
and harbors and should expect no
more. Still the Denver Republican
says editorially:
"In his tour-o- f
the west for the
purpose of investigating the projects
and work of the Reclamation Service
Secretary Ballinger of the Department
of the Interior will find much to interest him, a great deal to approve
and yet something to criticise.
"The Reclamation Service made at
the outset the mistake of trying to acUNCLE SAM

-

t.
Secretary-Treasure-

r.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$ .20
Daily per week by carrier
75
Daily, per month, by carrier
65
mail
month,
by
Daily, per
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

Daily, six months, by mail

$2.75
2.00

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

1.00
75

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

;

SANTA FE, N.

Proresionais

31.
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If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican want "ad."

Cards

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.-

-

If you wan: anvthini. nn
a New Mexican want "ad."

PAUL A. F. WALTER,

art

and'

Legal blanks both English
Spanish for sale by th New
ican Printing company.

Mex-

Subscribe for the New Mexican..

Attorney-at-Law- .

Santa Fe

New Mexico

I

EDWARD C. WADE,
Attorney-at-Law-

.

The First National Bank

Practices in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land

OF SANTA FE.

Offices.

Las Cruces

The oldest bankiEg institution in New Mexico. Established
in 1870.
R. J. PALEN, President.
J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
a: HUGHES,
A, H. BRODHEAD,
Vice President.
Assistant Cashier.

New Mexico
E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney-at-Law- .

l.
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will wash away the last vestige of it. enjoys the unenviable reputation
only should it be protected, bu' ways attached to such occurrences, diseases without drugs or medicines.
it should also be acquired by the city, 0ne of the greatest reasons for Arte-o- r No charge for consultation. Office:
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CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000
SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS-

?,

-

$75,000

'

M

Transacts a general banking business in all its brancaes.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
.
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys atd sells
domestic and foreign exchange andimakes telegraphic
transfer of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given bj any mone7 transacting agency
public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's
time, Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock
and products. The bank executes all orders of its patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to them as liberal
treatment in all respects as is consistent with safety an d
the principles ol sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent.

The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.
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hotel

PALACE

t.

WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

One of the Best
.

Hotel

Cuisine and
Table Service

in

the West

-

Large Sample
Room for Com- mercial Travelers

Unexcelled

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

AMERICAN AND
EUROPE! AN PLAN:- -

oth-ritor- y

one-tent-

h

com-Junt-

HOTEL
J. E. LACOME..

ii

Proprietor

j

Commodious Sample locm

d

n

wis-selve-

...

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAFE
"IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

PRESS THE BUTTON WE

DO

THE REST.

fRuns on the European Plant

,

al-N-

,

move-structur-

e

-

I CORONADO HoUl
GulupeHerrera, Prop.
FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION
Short Order & Spanish
Dishes Speciality

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

J.W. PRESTON, Proprietor.
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER fife
LADIES' DINING ROOM W

K0BAK&& PHOTO
SUPPLIES
We Make

a

S

HOWLAND

'

ART PICTURES

Al

FBAMG

DEVELOPING' PRINTING
AND ENLARGING.

Specialty of
Mall orders given prompt attention,

Doors From
Up.

v

xE?ie
ccSxar
with hctel

SANTA! Fie, N. M.

FOR

p.

$1,60

THE HOTEL NORMAND1E

DUDR0W

SCREEN

RATES 50c. Up.

EUROPEAN PLAN 60c AND 76c
AMERICAN PLAN
SPECIAL RATES BY THE WEEK

SEE

t

Electric Light, Hot and
Cold Baths.

"tend for Catalogue

DEWEY COMPANY,
110 8. Broadway, Laa Angel,

C"'

PAUL P. LACASSAQNE

CARRIAGE & SIGN PAINTER

FDRNITDaE

ATTRACTIVE SIGNS

PAINTING &
REPAIRING

ALL KINDS & STTLES

110 Guadalupe
St.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
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W S DAVIS
FLICK PrM!dtnt,
W, E GRIFFIN, Atat Cashier
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H. Mahan, a Denver traveling
man, is in town registered at the
Palace.
j
F. Kalter, a St. Louis traveling man,
He Is a
is in town selling clothing.
guest at the Claire,
i
L. E. Disque of Willard, is in town
handling a line of hardware. He is
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Sale

TRUCKED AND OHTRMHED

S.

Capital Stock

$50,000.

quartered
UNITED

BUI

STATES
TRUST

at.

Hals, Baby Bonnets, etc.
MISS A. MUG LEE.

the Palace.

vv

CO.

Dee-emb- er

are at your service.

YOUR

G. FRANKLIN

Woman llvfnur In rcn
piopei ty h nu to
KPt
a Iioiim' of her own.
There
limidretlH of tliinifs
would like to do to make her
own home tuort' coiifortnlile,
attractive ami plensiint Nearly
e very won' an Is a money saver
and shewlll helpjou wonderfully
to pay for a home,
--

R. H.HANNA.

We Can Furnish Your House io
FURNITURE OF ALL KINDS

prj

BRUSSELS
AXMINSTER

AND

RUGS AND

TAPESTRIES,

CARPETS

Of

DAVENPORTS OP LATEST MAKE
WE FRAME PICTURES

AND

FURNITURE.

REPAIR

Charles Wagner Furniture Co.
Phono
No. 10

Fu

Phono

HOUSE FURNISHERS
AND UNDERTAKERS

No. 10

J

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado Rational Life

Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Goa,
of the Southwest
A. M,

,

BERGERE, Manaoer for New Mexico

Santa Fe, N.

Catron Block

M.

ciy
Into

le(

or

FURNITURE
JUST IN

Rent Money
Will Do

WK CAN

J

Monday and

28

and

Tuesday

The Entire Stock of CluettVand E. and W. Shirts 75c each

JliJJJJ.lJJjjp a i

Automob es

LATEST
1909 Models

on Sale at

'

i

m

j'

id

Alexander's Garage

Representing the Mitchell, Moline, Mclntyre and Zimmerman
Factories. These factories are noted for their excellent cars, who, instead of building down to a cheap price car, build up to a machless
standard, as good a car as a man would care to own. The Mitchell
people have built $11,000,000 worth of cars within the past few years,
and their current year's production will equal 18,000 cars.
The Moline car occupies a position of high fivor among automobile users. Models "K" and "M" for 1909, are two models of still
higher excellence than their satisfactory models of last season, and
have proven themselras the cars for anywhere.
High wheelers in solid rubber tires are represented ip jr.: the Mclntyre and the Zimmerman cars. These cars can be furnished In' 26
styles of .commercial and passenger combinations from $250 up.
The people realize that the motor driven vehicles have proven
good and is here to stay. It is erroneous to suppose that only expert mechanical engineers can own and operate a motor driven car,
. ,
many ladles drive their cars.
At present quotations they are relatively cheaper thm horses-che- aper
to maintain. In It's adoption you take nothing from the
horse except that part which can better and cheaper be done with the
motor vehicle. Tou drive the car yourself. You get the real zest of
motoring by handling the levers and steering the car yourself. :
Free road demonstrations are given to interested parties any time.

!

S10

...

O. W. ALEXANDER

San Francisco Street

tanta Fe,

N. M.

Hi ME SCO

COFFEES

How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.
iledo, O.
We, the undersigned hav tnown P.
J. Cheney for the last 15 i rs, and
believe, him perfectly honor i Me In all
business transactions and Jaandally
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
WALDING, KINNAN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
nd mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's FamJly Pills for consti
pation.
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repair leaky Hose
Try Our 5 & 7 Ply Now
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EVEN THEN KEEP COOL

Everything in

Refrigerators & Freezers

Summer Wear For Men
GET AWAKE AND SAVE YOUR
NICKELS AND DIMES BY PURCHASING YOUR OUTFIT AT THE
"RACKET".
Few mens collars are four-ply- .
Cut up some and see.
Our Corliss-Coocollars,
2 for 25cts, are four ply.
n

White dress shirts Tacts to
1.50
H

Splendid line good work
shirts blue shambrtj etc.

s

50cts.
and Bear brand guaranteed "Sox
good as the best at the popular price 25cts
Shaw-kni- t

as

Porosknit underwear shirts and drawers $1.00
suit, you can tell it by the label.
underwear 60cts the suit.
Fine Derby-ribbeare marke( down to start
HHP
UUI PDITP
rlVlvCO on do not ask for cut rates
d

THE

THE ONE PRICE
STORE

Baft

TEAS

CASH
STORE

THE

Store

Fw lew

Is The Time To

ftew

INVEST

SANTA FE REAL ESTATE
and

FRUIT RANCHES
within five miles of thepiaza
If you are
M
R A P fi A I 11
looking for a D A R U A I
Call on or JLddxosa

per lb.

FRESH STRAWBERRIES
received three times a

Chiffoniers,
Dressers,
Sideboards,
China Closets,
Rockers Chairs,

WHEN YOUR HOUSE IS ON FIRE

GRAMMAR LESSONS

A SPECIAL
TWn Ha v' Sale im
m

SAVE YOU MONEY

All kinds of the lutest in
Hall Trees,

We will fell you a very desirable hon e on payments, whlrli
rent money will make
jour
I'on't wait. HeKin now paying
for your liome.
LET US KXPTAIX OUR
CONTRACT HJlt CHEAP MONEY.
GEO. M. KIN SELL

eling man, is in town a guest at the
Claire.
S. C. Hall, a traveling man from
Chicago, Is in town with a line of
hardware. He is registered at the
j
294 San Francisco St.
Claire.
J. R. Saville, a traveling man out
of New York, is in town calling on
the trade. He is registered at the
G. II. Parish, a Denver traveling
Palace.
man was an arrival on today's noon
W. H. Lowden, a traveling man train. He is at the Claire.
from San Francisco, is in town visit
B. F. Panky came in on the noon
ing the merchants. He is stopping at train from his ranch near Galisteo.
the Palace.
He is at. the Claire.
Former Surveyor General Morgan
J. B. Rogers a Denver traveling
O. Llewellyn, who is at present pracman, Ia in town selling typewriters.
ticing law at Las Cruces, is a visitor He is a guest at the Claire.
in Santa Fe.
Major W, II. H. Llewellyn of Las
R. S. Herbert, of the Armour PackCruris, was an arrival on today's
ing Company, is in town on one of train. He is a guest at the Palace.
his regular visits. He is stopping at
J. A. Council and wife, of Weather-ford- ,
the Palace.
Oklahoma, are in town enjoying
A. Mennett, the grocery salesman the fights. They are stopping at the
from Las Vegas, is in town on one Claire.
of his regular visits. He Is stopping
Mrs. J. G. Saurenman and Miss B.
at the Palace.
Strahm of El Paso, are visitors in
Chief Justice V. J. Mills has re- town today seeing the sights. They
turned to Las Vegas from Socorro, are quartered at the Claire.
John E. Griffith an attorney from
having held court at the latter place
for Judge Frank W. Parker.
Socorro, arrived on the noon train to
his wife and
"Judge Ellsworth Ingalls, a special day accompanied by
is
child.
He
IT. S. attorney
quartered at the
engaged in the work
of prosecuting
Indian depredation
L. W. Flemister, a Kansas City
claims, arrived in the city from Alman came in at noon today.
traveling
buquerque this afternoon." Las Veof
about town selling a line
is
He
gas Optic.
His headquarters are at
groceries.
Judge Wilbur F. Stone of Colorado,
Claire.
and W. L. Crissman, of Cedar Rap- the
town
in
are
visitors
ids, Iowa,
today
The eeal and record "booite tor noon business. Judge Stone was one
taries
public for sals by the New
of the judges of the Court of Private
Mexican
Printing company at vary
Land Claims and has a host of friends
reasonabla rates. Seals for incorpor
in Santa Fe.
ated companies are also bandied. Call
"Miss Jeanette Spiess, daughter of at or addreBj the New Mexican Print
Mr. and Airs. Charles A. Spiess of In
Mexico
flompanv. Santa Fe
this city, has accompanied Mr. and
Mrs. J. Van Houten from Raton to
Denver, whence Mr. Van Houten will
visit Wyoming on business matters
Given Either in
for a few days." Las Vegas Optic.
J. S. Taylor, J. A. Krannenwitter,
SPANISH OR GERMAN
Miss Rudy A. Taylor and Miss Mary
RAYMOND HA ACRE
arKrannenwitter all of Springer,
Care New Mexican
rived on last night's train, coming
'
here to act as witnesses at the double
NOTARY PUBLIC
cawhich
takes place at the
wedding
thedral tomorrow morning. They are
guests at the Palace.
Ralph E. McFie, son of Judge John
R. McFie of this city, is now secretary of the province of Davao in
Mindanao, Philippine Islands, and
THE LEADING
during the absence of Governor Walker, is acting governor of the province.
He recently nursed Governor Walker
through an attack of asiatic cholera.
W. H. Lowden of San Francisco,
and C. D. Cobb of Denver Colorado,
both insurance men, are in Santa Fe
on business with Insurance CommisSOLE AGENTS FOR
sioner Jacobo Chaves and his deputy, Peter M. Lienau. Mr. Lowden
IE & SANBORN'S
had not ben in Santa Fe for 18 years
and was much pleased with the city's
&
growth and progress.
court
and
McFie
R.
John
Judge
party returned last evening from
Tierra Amarilla where district court
was held for the past two weeks. In
the party, besides Judge McFie, were
District Clerk F. C. Wilson; District
Attorney E. C. Abbott; Court Sten
Every cup made from
ographer Mrs. G. F. McNitt; Interpre
Chase & Sanborn's
ter Jose D. Sena; Attorney R. H.
High Grade Coffee
Hanna.
.is always the best, always
W. D. Newcomb, a business man of
the same. Those vuhn i
Socorro, was a visitor in Santa Fe
discriminate, find in Chase &
for
last
but
left
evening
yesterday,
oanoorn's Coffee a quality
Albuquerque to meet Mrs. Newcomb
uuk is unequauea in any
and Mrs Cook who are on their way
otner.
from the Gem City to Long Beach,
California.
Mr. Newcomb was a for
mer resident of this city and still
frcm 25cts to 40cts
counts his friends by the score in the
per lb.
capital.
ippon from 40cts to 80cts

NEW

A

CAR

m--

j

N. B. LAUGHLIN
J. B. LAMY

FLICK

W. S. DAVIS

ALSO

P.rAt...

"

DIRECTORS

We bought low and are willing to
give our customers the benefit

About a IjGtne

0rE.Searies. a " Cincinnati "trav- -

BUSINESS SOLICITED.

Soli-.i- te

Dont fail to see our bargains in

Ask lour Wife

'

DEPOSIT your money with the bank tbnttakfs
care of Its customers at nil times. We want your
business with the assurance that you will receive
since
fair treatment. The growth of our businesssee us. W e
tells its own story Come In to

Mail Order

ART SQUARES

j

SANTA FE, N. M.

Phone No S3.

SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.

Antonio Luna is confined to his
home on College street by an attack
of inflammatory rehumatisni.
G. B. Shaw, a lumber man
from II
.Chicago, Is here on a business trip.
He is quartered at the Palace,
C. D. Cobb, a Denver traveling man,
is in town having business with the
trade. Me is a guest at the Palace.
X. S. Rose, a San Francisco traveling man, is in town calling on the
trade. He is registered at the Palace.
A. W. Barlow, a Chicago traveling
man, is in town accompanied by his
wife. He is quartered at the Palace.
B. S. Phillips, a lumberman
from
Euckman, Is in town on his weekly
visit. He is stopping at the Xorman-die- .

AND

EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE

at

--

-

WATSON & COMPANY

O
1

C- 19 SAN

FRANCISCO

SANTA FE,

STREET,
NEW MEXICO.

PHONE

RED

189-

-

week

Also Home
Grown

App

EVERY MORNING

HHKlHi
nt.

i Drink .
Pabst
DlGNEO & NAPOLEON Agts.

1

Blue Ribbon
Bock Beer I
Malt Tonic

TUESDAY, JUNE 29, 1909.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE; N. M.
LEGAL BLANKS.

Table
flew tyxico Central Railroad; Time
RKAH UP

READ TOWN
MILES

No 8
AOOOM- -

I'ASS'R
KAlIiV

tt. m. 7.30

p.

(I

'

22
41
62
61
68
80
92
W
105

"
"
p.

M.45
111.

"

"

"
"
"
"

llti

12. () I
12.35
. 2 .IB
2.42
3.07
3,25
4.00

6.29
6.45
7.09
7.32
7.47
7'58
8,20
9.30
7.35
11.4u
8.00
7.00
1.00

tt,

1378

'tt,

31

111.
111.

"

8.00

p. 111.
tt. Ill
tt. Ill,

in.
p. in.

tt- -

1130
1543

p. ill

220

tt,

in.

l.Oi)

Moriarty ""

Mi'lntosh
W

12.58
12.42

"

In nl

Prouivsso

"

(VlllU'VllU)

"

Uliini'ii

II. 38
11.27

Nl Paso

'
'

,""

Los Angeles
Mexico Oltyi"

111.

7jWJllJil
1U5 p. m,

8.59 tt.
11.30 P,

'6.20 p.

780""

600
602

111.

I",

with the
Passenger daily makes direct connection at Torrance
maiuus
Island Golden State Limited, the "finest train In the west,
West. Train No. 8 accomand
East
all
from
and
to
time
points
quickest
7 acmodation leaves Santa Fe Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Train No.
Tickets
commodation leaves Torrance Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.
to all parts of the world. Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive agents all
steamship lines. Information gladly furnished.
Lftiiglilin'BulUllng

J. P. LYNG, Olty Freight and Passenger Agent

1-- 2

1-- 2

sheet.
1--

2

1--

Non-minera- l,

sheet.

Affidavit and Corroborating Non- mineral Affidavit, 2 sheet.
Notice of Right to Water, 4 sheet.
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of No
sheet.
tice,
Affidavit of Assessment, 2 sheet.
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Yensheet.
dor's Recorded Brand,
Bill of Sale in Books or 25 Blanks,
40 cents per book.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
sheet
Vendor's Recorded Brand,
4
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
1--

1--

1-- 4

1--

sheet.

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
Miles From
De Moines

No. 1,
DAILY

1-- 2

No 2
DAILY!

Raton

1-- 2

10 00
10 12
10 35

10 60
11 06
11 20
11 46
12 20
12 46

5
8
84
4
4
16

6
6
7

80
60
15

a. m,
a. m.
a, m,
a. m.
a. m.
a. m
a. m.
p. m.
p. m.
p. m.
p. m.
p. m,

4
11
18

20
26
81
42

',. 10
7. 23
7. 46

Arr
Lv.

42

49
68
66
68
77

pm,

tn.
m.
m.
m.
m.
p. m.
p. m.
p. in.

Arr,
Lv,
.""
"
"

'

(Junnlugham

4

46
66 p.
60 p.
16 p,
35 p.
08 p.

NiM

Lv. Des Moines,
" Rumaldo,
" Dedmaa
" Oapullu
" Vigil
'J Thompson

OUfton House Junction "
RATON N M
OUfton House Junction ""
Preston
"
"

Koehler

49
46

88
82
29
24
18

"

u

Lv.
Lv.
"
"

7
18
23
20
83
41

Koehler J not,
"
Oolfax
"
'
Oerrososo
Lv.
Arr
N. M.
CIMARRON
Arr.
Lv.
Lv
N. M.
Nash
"
Harlan
"
,
Ute Park

88

94

p, m,

8 30

p. m.
p. in.
p. m
p. m.
p. ill.
a. m.
a' m.
a. in.
a. in.
a. m.
a. in.
a. iu.
a. m.
a. 111.
a. m,

2 56
2 30
12 25
12 05
11 40
11 06
11 IS
10 15

7

Arr.

6 30
6 16
4 65
4 86
4 25
8 66

9 43
9 25
7 60
7 40
7 26
7 00

'
60
63
69

p. m.
p. m.
p. m.
p. 111.
p. Ill,

Connect! with E. P. A S. W, Ry. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson, N.
M., 6:15 p. m.
t Connectt with E. P. S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,

:5

a. m.

f Stage for van Houten, N. M., meet trains at Preston, N. M,
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines at follows:

SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH BOUND
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
Track connection with A. T. A 8. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
8. at Des Moines, E. P A 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points In New Mexico: Ocato,
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo,
Elizabethtown,
Cerro,
Seco. Arroyo Hondo. Baldy. Black Lakes,
Questa, Ranches ds Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.

C.

J,

DEDJMAM.

1--

1-- 2

RATON,

N

JM.

Montezuma Lodge No.
1, A. F. & A. M. Recommunication
gular
first Monday of each
Masonlo
at
month
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE.
Worthy Master.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
R. A. M.
Regular convocation second Monday of
each month at Masonle
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
C. J. CRANDALL, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1. K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday In each
month at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32nd,
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14th,
.

Secretary.
B.

1-- 2

1-- 2

i

s,

2

2

Summer TOURIST
TICKETS

1-- 2

1--

New Mexico Central Railroad
IN CONNECTION WITH

4

CHICAGO ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC

1-- 2

LIMITED

1--

trains

On Sale June 1st to Sept.,
30th 1909.
Good Returning October 31st

1-- 4

1--

1--

appeared.
A strong gale from the southwest
sprang up on Christmas day and lasted for eight days. Bjoervig, who has
passed many winters In Spitzbergen
and has been with Wellman on every
Arctic expedition since 1S94, says he
sheet.
has never seen such a fierce storm as
sheet.
Execution,
this. It reached its climax on the
sheet
Summons,
W. A. GORMAN,
J. van HOUTEN;
night of December 26, when it entirely
sheet.
Subpoena,
destroyed the airship shed.
V. Pres. and Gen Mgr. Gen Pass Agent
sheet
Capias oCmplaint,
Anticipating the possibility that
RATON. N. M
RATON, N, M.
sheet.
J. P. Complaint,
the airship house might be destroyed
Official Bond,
sheet.
Walter Wellman had sent by the ArcCertificate of Marriage, 75 cents per tic timber and repairing materials.
dozen.
Arthur Wellman who is now in command at the camp, reports the work
Search Warrant,
sheet
'sheet.
of rebuilding the house has already
Certificate of Election,
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure of begun.
If it found impossible to make the
Alortgage, full sheet.
Bond and Oath,
Guardian's
voyage northward this summer, Mr.
sheet.
Wellman declares he will continue as
sheet. long as it is necessary to attain suc
Letters of Administration,
cess.
Administrator's Bond and Oath,

1909.

sheet.
Warrant,
sneet.
Commitment,
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet.
Attachment Bond,
sheet. '
sheet.
Attachment Writ,
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,

"

1-- 4

To CHICAGO ILL

1-- 4

$50.35

1-- 4

1-- 4

To ST. LOUIS MO.

1-- 4

$44.35

4

N.

2

1-- 4

To KANSAS CITY MO

E.A.

$35.35

DENVER

1-- 4

Also Special Rates
To LOS ANGELES and SAN
FRANCISCO and other

1-- 4

$17.80

1-- 2

TRAVELING

J. P. YNG,

I
City, Freight & Passenger

On sale,

July 2, 3. 4,
Return limit, July 30th

1-- 2

EAST - WEST

points

ROUND TRIP

1-- 2

Agent

1909

2

stopped in 20 minutes
sure with Dr. Shoop's
Croup Remedy. One
test will surely prove.
No vomiting, no dis
tress. A safe and pleasing syrup Wc. Druggists.

See Santa Fe Agents

1-- 2

GROUP

1-- 2

sheet.

TRAVEL VIA

P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 4C0, B. P. O. EL,
holds its regular session on the second and fourth Wednesdays of each
month. Visiting brothers are Invite
and welcome.
DAVID KNAPP.
Exalted Ruler.
J. D. SENA. Secretary.

2

4

Superintendent

MASONIC.

Bill of Sale,
sheet.
Authority to Gather, Drive and Han
die Animals Bearing Owner's Recordsheet.
ed Brand,
Authority to Gather, Drive and Han-diAnimals Not Bearing Owner's Re&
sheet.
orded Brand,
Certificate of Brand, 4 sheet.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
President
sheet.
Appeal Bonds,
sheet.
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
Tromsce, Norway, June 29. The
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
Badly Sprained AnKle Cur!d.
steamer
Arctic of Walter Wellman's
Three years ago our daughter
Appearance Bond on Continuance, north
arrived here
pole expedition
her ankle and had been suf
sheet.
(J. P.)
from Spitzbergen with her flags at sprained
Bond of Appearance
(District halfmast, bringing the news that fering terribly for two days and nights
had not selpt a minute. Mr. Stal-lingsheet
Court),
Knud Johnson, one of the two men
4-of Butler, Tenn., told us of
sheet. who remained at the Wellman
Justice Quarterly Report,
camp Chamberlain's Pain Balm. We went
to
sheet.
Bond
Keep the Peace,
this winter, had perished in the pack
to the store that night and a got a
heet.
Complaint, Criminal, 4
ice and that the airship shed had
bottle
of it and bathed her ankle two
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com been destroyed by a heavy storm.
or
times and she went to sleep
three
2
sheet.
On May 19 Johnson went with his
plaint,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum' fellow watchman, Paul Bjoervig on a and had a good night's rest. The next
she was much better and in
sheet.
mons,
hunting expedition over the pack ice. morning
could walk around and
a
time
short
The ice was moving and Johnson fell
sheet.
Replevin Bond,
had no more trouble with her ankle.
Execution Forcible Entry and De' through a crevasse into the sea.
E. M. Brumitt, Hampton, Tenn. 25
Bjoervig held out a long stick for and 50 cent sizes for sale
tainer, 4 sheet.
by all
Johnson to grasp but he was unconsheet.
Replevin Writ,
scious. Bjoervig then ran back to
Replevin Affidavit, 4 sheet.
Peace Proceedings. Complaint, 4 camp and secured a rope, but. when
he returned Johnson's body had dis
sheet.
1-- 2

Miles From

STATIONS.

(Continued From Page Three.;

1-- 2

1-- 4

SUCIETItS

FRtURNU

"No-Drip-

1--

1-- 4

Comoany.

Railway

1-- 2

1--

St, Louis Rock) Mt. &

Pacific

1-- 2

1--

1-- 2

SANTA FE TO SEATTLE.

brought to light as rapidly as possible
J. S. Taylor, J. A. Krannenwitter, and around these must be built a
Riidv A. Taylor. Mary Kranuenwiuer,
to handle
Wil "City Beautiful" equipped
Springer; A. Mennet, Las Vegas; unss-man- , the resident and traveler with every
bur F. Stone, DemfT; W. U
and
modern invention for comfort
Cedar Rapids, Iowa; L. E. Dis- enjoyment.
nue. wtliara; s. n. Manaii, ueuici ,
G. B. Shaw, Chicago; Francis C. Wil
"
Is the most clever little
son, Santa Fe; W. S. Rose, San Fran
Stratuer ever InventCoffee
silvered
cisco; W. H. Lowden, San Francisco;
C. D. Cobb, Denver; J. R. Saville, ed. Get one free from Dr. Snoop,
New York; R. S. Herbert, Las Vegas; Racine, Wis., by the Coupon Plan.
C. A. Pomeroy, Los Angeles; George The Coupon and Dr. Shoop's new book
Bosch, Albuquerque; A. W. Barlow on Health Coffee sent to any lady reand wife, Chicago.
questing them.. You can trick any
Claire.
one by serving Dr. Shoop's Health
W. T. Williams, Stanley; E. L. De- - Coffee at meal time. Your visitor or
verdorf, Eldora, Iowa; H. G. Bartletti your husband will declare he is drinkand wife, Morlarty; O. E. Searles, Cin
ing real coffee and yet there is not
cinnati; S. C. Hall, Chicago; F. Kal-te- r, a grain of real coffee In Dr. Shoop's
St. Louis; M. O'Nell, Cerrlllos; Health Coffee. Pure
grains, malt, and
F. L. Brock, Albuquerque.
nuts give Health Coffee its exquisite
Coronado.
taste and flavor. No 20 to 30 minutes
W. J. Simmons R. C. Simmons
tedious boiling. "Made in a minute."
Farmington; E. W. Paterson, Boston;
Try it from your grocer and get. a
Francisco Alvarer, Albuquerque.
lb. package,
pleasant surprise. 1
Normandie- s
Co.
Cartwright-Davi25c.
Sold
by
'Saloma Kelly, Hyer; Clay Laudin- .1.
L. Gardner, F.
dale, J. Kendrick,
NOTICF.
W. Gardner, La Lande; M. L. Eng
Notice is hereby given, that a meetlish, Dolores; H. J. Smith and wife,
Stanley; T. E. Clifton, Hyer; H. H. ing of the stockholders of the New
Brumley, Stanley; E. F. Peckman, Mexico Central Railroad Company,
Moriarty; W. F. Bradbury, Denver; .1 will be held at the general offices of
H. Smith, Detroit; S. Colward, D. said company in the city of Santa Fe,
Colward, George Jackson, B. S. Phil' Territory of New Mexico, on Wednesday the 7th day of July, 1909, for
lilts, Buckman.
the purpose of electing directors of
said company, and for the transaction
AIRSHIP SHED
of any other business that may be
DESTROYED BY GALE brought before the meeting; said
meeting being called In pursuance of
Section 3816 of the Compiled Laws of
Walter Wellman Finds it Impossible New
Mexico, 1S97.
to Make Trip to North Pole
ROBT. LAW,
This Summer.

Mining Blanks.
Amended Location Notice,
sheet.
4
sheet.
of
Publisher,
Agrement
sheet.
Proof of Labor,
Notice Mining Location,
sheet.
Placer Mining Location, 4 sheet.
Title Bond of Mining Property,

3,700
963
7,349

III.

FROM

Palace.

Mining Deed, 2 sheet.
sheet.
Mining Lease,
2
Coal Declaratory Statement,
sheet.
Coal Declaratory Statement with
Rock
Power of an Attorney,
m

..

6'ooa. m.

Kn.V.Hl

Ar

"
"

11.05 tt. 111.
"
10.35
10.00 P, HI.
"
9.00
"
1.15
9.45 tt. Ill
6.00 p.m.

'

Ulih-ntf-

a.

11.53

Kept In Stock and for Sale By the
Santa Fe New Mexican Conforming to the Laws of New Mexico.

7,013
6,008
6,317
6.204
6,13
6.093
6,08
6,167
6,244
6,244
6,430

111.

12.15 p, 111,
11.29
;
10.68
10,25
;;
9.27
8.48
8.23
8'05

"

i2.i7

Tornmce "

Kansas Oitv
St. Louis

iSp.

1.8B

"
"
"

I. 15

"

KutttlK'ill

I

3.05 p. 111.
"
2.18
"
1.39

Stan ley

ALT.

No. 7
ACOUM.

l

DAILY

Ai- -

it.K!

7.00
7.05
6 50

PASS-Rl-

Lv Simtii Ko Ar
Ki'niii'dy Lv

4.25
5.08
5.49

11.31

a. ill.
p. m.

8H1

1169

111.

8.43

STATIONS

HOTEL ARRIVALS

MEN PAST FIFTY IN DANGER.
Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
Men past middle life have found
Declaration in Assumpsit,
sheet.
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
sheet, comfort and relief in Foley's Kidney 1
eclaration in Assumpsit, on Note. Remedy, especially for enlarged pros
sheet. tate gland, which is very common
Assignment of Mortgage,
sheet.
among elderly men. L. E. Morris,
Lease,
Lease of Personal Property,
Dexter, Ky., writes: "Up to a year
sheet.
ago my father suffered from kidney
and bladder trouble and several phy
Chattel Mortgage,
sheet.
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
sicians pronounced it enlargement of
Power of Attorney,
the prostate gland and advised an op
sheet.
eration. On account of his age we
sheet.
Acknowledgment,
were afraid he could not stand it and
sheet.
Mortgage Deed,
Mortgage Deed without Insurance I recommended Foleys Kidney Reme
sheet.
dy, and the first bottle relieved him,
Clause,
and after taking the second bottle he
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
was no longer troubled with this
sheet.
Sold by all druggists.
sheet.
complaint.
Option,
Notice of Protest,
sheet.
The New Mexican can do printing
sheet.
Warranty Deed,
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
sheet
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
work we turn out Try our stock
once and you will certainly come
sheet.
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet. again. We have all the faciltles for
sheet.
Quit Claim Deed,
turning out every class of work, In
Application for Bounty for Killing cluding one of the best binderies In
sheet.
Wild Animals,
the West
sheet
Bargain and Sale Deed,
A pain prescription is printed upon
sheet.
Township Plats,
each 25c box of Dr. Shoop's Pink Tab
Township Plats, full sheet.
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
lets. Ask your Doctor or Druggists if
General Blanks.
this formula is not complete. Pain
Bond of Deed,
sheet.
means congestion, blood Dreasure.
eheet.
Bond of Indemnity,
Head pains, womanly pains, pain anysheet.
Bond, General Form,
where get instant relief from a Pink
Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet. Pain Tablet For sale
by Stripling-Burrosheet.
Relinquishment,
Co.
Homestead Affidavit,
sheet.
The seals and reconr tooks for noHomestead Application,
taries public for sale by the New
sheet.
Mexican Printing company at very
Homestead Application,
reasonable rates. Seals for incorporsheet.
ated companies are also handled. Gall
Affidavit,
at or address the New Mexican Printsheet.
ing company, Santa Fe. New Mexico.
Small
Proof, full sheet.
1-- 2

2

New Mexico Central

1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 2

and

I

2

1-- 2

E. P.

k

S. W.

CLOSE CONNECTIONS
FAST SCHEDULES

1-- 2

1-- 2

2

2

1-- 2

V. R. STILES
General Passenger Agent.

1-- 4

Ei Paso, Texas,

Independence Day

1-- 4

2

1-- 2

2

July 4th.

1909

One Fare for the Round
Trip from all Points in
New Mexico.
Dates of sale July 2nd
to 5 th.
Good

I

for retrn July 6th

See Santa Fe Agents

2

Where life You Going To Spent

1-- 2

4

1-- 2

Your Summer Vacation?

1-- 4

1-- 2

SUMMER TOURIST

RATES

NOW

IN

1-- 2

1-- 2

EFFECT TO ALL POINTS EAST

&

WEST

1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 2

Rate of one fare for the round tzip to Stations
in Colorado and New Mexico where Excellent

0

Fishing can ba had.

&

Holding

1

2

Desert Land Entry,

t

R, II,

2

sheet.
sheet.

No weed of Suffering

From Rheuma-

1-- 2

It is a mistake to allow rehuraatlsm
to become chronic, as the pain can
sheet.
be relieved, and in most cases
Final Proof of Desert Land Entry, always
a cure effected by applying Chambersheet.
loln'a iPntn Palm Tt.A
Claimants' Testimony, 4 074b.
. -- .... . T""1 uw.
yaiu yvujuu it auums is aione worm
sheet.
many times its cost. It makes sleep
Declaration of Application,
and rest possible. Even In cases of
sheet.
this liniment should be
long
Affidavit of Witness,
sheet. used standing
on account of the relief which It
Affidavit and Order for Publication
25 and 50 cent sinzes for
affords.
of Notice of Contest Against a Nonsale by all druggists.
resident Entryman,
sheet
1-- 2

1-- 2

train-servi-

ce

JSLlso

38 and have
your orderes delivered

Telephone No.

All drinks are made
from filtered Water

Santa Fe Bottling Worka
HENRY KRICK,
n?X New Mexico

CORRICK CARRIAGE

CO.

tism.

sheet.
Affidavit,
Affidavit required on Claimant,

-

For Information regarding rates,
etc. call on or write,

IRON BREW

00 LA
XaTsl Mlaa.aa.al "OTa.fxa
COCA

1-- 2

No. 1 Homestead,

GRAND

as something cool and Inviting
WILD CHERRY
VANILLA
KLONDIKE FIZZ
,
8AR9APARRILLA

thirsty

1-- 2

'Non-Miner-

Via

DENVER

1-- 2

SOFT DRINKS

The following are suggested to the
GINGER ALE
LEMON SODA
ROOT BEER
STRAWBERRY
ORANGE

.t..i

!

1-- 2

I
I

Haek

f

1U8 bin

120 San Francisco St.

1-- 2

P. H. McBRIDE, Agent, or W. D. SHEA, T. F.
SANTA FE. N. M.
,
.

&

P. A.

1-- 2

.

1-- 2

'

Call up 132 Black for Carrgaies.
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WHEN THE CLOCK
LOCO DISEASE
HANDS TURN BACK
OF LIVESTOCK
U. S. Bureau of Animal Industry Has
Definitely Established Fact That
Barum is the Cause.
loco disease of
The
cattle has been
and
horses, sheep,
for many years a source of serious
loss to stockmen In the west, who
have generally attributed It to certain weeds eaten by the stock. Investigations by the United States Department of Agriculture have not only
confirmed the supposition as to the
poisonous effect of these plants, but
have resulted in the discovery and
Identification of barium as a definite
poisonous element in them. Feeding

experiments establishing

fact

the

that the plants are responsible for

Taken
of June
When
Mexican
Leonard,

from the Daily New Mexican
29,

1889.

the reporter of the New
today called upon W. A.
the editor of the Silver City
Enterprise, who is stopping at the
Palace Hotel, he received the following information in response to a request for news:
was
A prominent mining
man,
publicly cowhided on the streets of
Silver City a few days ago by an
irate woman named Mrs. Nettle Mun- ger wielding the rawhide. She had
been to see him about some rooms
and claimed that he had insulted her.
He was much aggrieved about the
assault as he had given no cause for
it. To show he did not fear an In
vestigation he had the woman arrested. She was fined $50 and costs
after pleading guilty. After the trial
and her
the woman's father-in-lahusband apologized to their victim
for the woman's conduct.
Colonel J. Frank Chavez of Valen
cia county, left this morning for his
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfredo Hinojos returned this morning from their wedding trip to Denver.
Hon. John R. McFie, Colonel W. L.
and Colonel J. Morris
Rynerson
Young left last night for the south.
The funeral of the wife of
dent Hayes took place yesterday at
Fremont, Ohio.
Mrs. E. H. Murphy, late principal
of the University of New Mexico,
leaves tonight to join her husband at
Guadalajara, Mexico.

the disease were carried on under
field and corral conditions by Dr. C.
Dwight Marsh, while the discovery of
barium was made in the laboratory by
Dr. A. C. Crawford.
The loco weeds are a class of
the
of which
leguminous plants
principal ones are the purple loco
and
weed (Astragalus mollissimus)
(Aragallus lamberti).
the rattle-weeOne or both of these prevail to a
greater or less extent over an area
including all or parts of Montana,
Wyoming, North Dakota, South Dakota, Minnesota, Nebraska, Kansas,
Colorado, Utah, Arizona, New Mexico,
Texas, and Oklahoma.
The characteristics of the disease are a slow, staggering gait, rough
coat, staring, vacant look, and emacihave
animals
ation. The affected
hallucinations, cajot be led or
backed, show more or less lack of
muscular
gradually lose
flesh, and die. The affection comes
A book on Rheumatism, and a trial
on in a slow and cumulative manner,
and there is no possibility of animals treatment of Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic
becoming immune by continually eat- Remedy liquid or Tablets is being
sent free to sufferers by Dr. Shoop,
ing the plants.
The proverb "an ounce of preven- of Racine, Wis. You that are well,
tion is worth a pound of cure" applies get this book for some discouraged,
to this disorder. Although good re- disheartened sufferer! Do a simple
sults can often be obtained bj
act of humanity! Point out this way
treatment of locoed animals, the most to quick and certain relief! Surprise
effective way of dealing with the trou- some sufferer, by first getting from
ble is to keep animals from eating me the booklet and the test. He will
the loco plants. Wherever practic- appreciate your aid. For sale by Stripling-able the weeds should be exterminat- Burrows
Co.
ed from the range or pasture, and
the best way of doing this is simply
of New Mexico.
to cut them out. This method, how- Territory of Taos No. 859.
County
ever, while often practicable on land Eziquiel Sandoval vs. Antonio Maes-tas- ,
under private control, cannot very
Dolores Maestas, the Unknown
well be applied to the public range. Heirs of Pablo Maestas deceased,
In many cases much can be accom- Benigno Mondragon, and the unknown
plished by keeping animals away from claimants of interests in the premises
ranges during the time described in the complaint adverse to
when feed is short, as they are much plaintiffs, defendants.
more likely to contract the habit at
In the District Court of the First
such a time. It may sometimes be Judicial District of New Mexico, for
profitable to feed them for a short the County of Taos.
time, in order that the
The said defendants, Antonio Maeshabit may not be formed.
Dolores Maestas, the Unknown
tas,
After animals have become affect- Heirs of Pablo Maestas, deceased,
treated the first essential in their
Benigno Mondragon, and the unknown
ment is to place them where they claimants of interests in the premcannot eat the loco weeds.
They ises described
inJhe complaint adshould be given plenty of nutritious verse to plaintiffs,
are hereby notified
feed, and so far as practicable feed that a complaint has been filed
with laxative properties, such as against them in the district court of
green alfalfa. Some may recover un- the county of Taos, Territory aforeder this treatment without recourse said, that being the court in which
to medicine. With most animals, said case is pending, by said plainhowever, recovery Is hastened by tiff Ezequiel Sandoval,-th- e
general obmedicinal treatment.
said
to quiet
of
action
being
ject
As a result of its experiments the title to certain lands and premises
Department of Agriculture suggests in the possession of the said plainthe following treatment: For cattle, tiff, but in which the said defendants
s
make adverse claims, as will more
strychnine in doses of
a
of
fourtwentieths
to
grain daily, fully appear by reference to the comFor plaint filed in said cause. And that
administered hypodprmically.
horses, Fowler's solution of arsenic unless you enter your appearance in
e
doses daily in the drink- said cause on or before the 5th day of
In
ing water or in the grain. This treat- August A. D.. 1909, judgment will be
ment should be continued for at least rendered against you in said cause by
a month. To correct the constipation default.
which is almost universal in locoed
Charles A. Spiess, East Las Vegas,
animals, magnesium sulphate (Epsom New Mexico, attorney for the plaintiff.
salt) may be administered as a In witness whereof I have hereunto
doses. Epsom ".salt set my hand and the seal of said
drench in
may also serve to some extent as an court at Santa Fe, New Mexico, this
antidote to the poison produced by 1st day of June, A. D., 1909.
the weeds. Beneficial results have
FRANCIS C. WILSON,
also been obtained by giving horses
Clerk.
(Seal)
daily a drench containing 2 ounces of
Epsom salt with 10 drops of dilute
Everyone would be benefited by
sulphuric acid, and by giving cattle taking Foley's Orino Laxative for con3 to 4 ounces of Epsom
stipation, stomach and liver trouble,
salt with a proportional increase in as it sweetens the stomach and breath
the quantity of dilute sulphuric acid. gently stimulates the liver and regAs the foregoing treatments are in ulates the bowels and is much supethe experimental stage, the Bureau of rior to pills and ordinary laxative.
Animal Industry, Washington, D. C, Why not try Foley's Orino Laxative
would be glad to receive reports of today? Sold by all druggists.
results from their use.
NOTICE.
If your Stomach, Heart or Kidneys Department of Territorial Engineer.
are weak, try at least, a few doses
First publication June 15, 1909.
Last publication July 6, 1909.
only of Dr. Shoop's Restorative. Is
Santa Fe, N. M., June 8. 1909.
five or ten days only, the result will
Notice is hereby given that on the
surprise you. A few cents will cover
the cost. And here Is why help comes 29th day of May, 1909, in accordance
so quickly. Dr. Shoop doesn't drug with Section 26, Irrigation Law of
the Stomach, nor stimulate the Heart 1907, Alexander Gusdorf of Taos counor Kidneys. Dr. Snoop's Restorative ty, Territory of New Mexico, made
goes directly to the weak and falling application to the Territorial Enginerves. Each organ has Us own con- neer of New Mexico for a permit to
trolling nerve. When these nerves appropriate from the Public Waters
fail, the depending organs must of of the Territory of New Mexico.
Such appropriation is to be made
necessity falter. This plain, yet vital
from
Canada de los Alamos at points
Dr.
tells
Shoop's
why
truth, clearly
Restorative is so universally success- S. 45 degrees and 25 minutes E. 4180
ful. Its success Is leading druggists ft, from meander corner stone No. 18,
everywhere to give it universal pre- boundary Cristobal de la Serna grant,
ference. A test will surely tell. Sold by means of storage and diversion and
4 cu. ft. per sec. or 1945 ac.
Co.
ft Is to
by Stripling-Burrow-s
be conveyed to within Serna grant,
by means of ditches and reservoir
The seals and record books for
and there used for irrigation of 820
New
the
sale
by
for
tarles public
Mexican Printing Company at very acres.
All persons who may oppose the
reasonable rates. Seals for incopc-rate- d
of the above application
handled.
granting
also
are
companies
Call at or address the New Mexican must file their objections, substantiated by affidavits, (properly backed)
Plntlng Company, Santa Fe. N. M.
with the Territorial Engineer on or
before
four weeks from date of last
Foley's Honey and Tar Is especialhereof
throat
publication
chronic
recommended
for
ly
VERNON L. SULLIVAN,
and lung troubles and many sufferers
d

ex-Pre- si

te

loco-covere- d

loco-eatin-

g

three-twentieth-

half-ounc-

ly

from bronchitis, asthma and consumption have found comfort and relief, by using Foley's Honey and Tar.
Sold by all druggists.

Territorial Engineer.

POWER OF WATER.
Under Certain Conditions It la Prao
tically Irresistible.
When a man goes in swimming at
the seashore and slaps the water forcibly with his baud or takes a back dive
from a pier aud lands squarely on his
back he realizes that the unstable
liquid offers not a little resistance.
Yet, says a writer in the New York
Tribune. It would surprise almost anybody to see what water will do under
certain conditions.
A stream from a fireman's hose will
knock a mail down. The jet from a
uozzle used In placer mining in the
west eats away a large piece of land
in a day, toys with great bowlders as
if they were pebbles and would shoot
a man over the country as though be
were a projectile from a canuou.
There is u story of an eastern blacksmith who weut west and made a bet
that he could knock a hole through
the jet of one of these nozzles with a
sledge hammer, lie lifted bis arms,
swung the sledge and came down on
the ten inch stream with a force that
would have dented an anvil. But the
Jet, never penetrated, whisked the
massive hammer out of the blacksmith's hands and tossed it several
hundred feet away Into the debris of
gold bearing gravel beneath a crumbling cliff. After this the blacksmith
left out Iron when be spoke of hard
substances.
There is also a power plant near
Durango, Colo., where a United States
cavalryman one day thought he had
an easy job in cutting a two inch
stream with his sword. He made a
valiant attack. The result was that
his sword was shivered in two and
his wrist broken.
A little thinner jet of water descending 1.G00 feet to a manufactory at
Grenoble, Spain, and traveling at the
moderate speed of 100 yards a second
fractures the best blades of Toledo.
Of course some people will not believe such stories without having Been
the thing, and one may think it a proof
of the scientific imagination to say
that an inch thick sheet of water, provided It had sufficient velocity, would
ward off bombshells as well as steel
plate.
Nevertheless many persons while
traveling have seen a brakeman put a
small hydraulic jack under one end
of a Pullman car and lift twenty tons
or so by a few leisurely strokes of the
pump handle, and the experience of
riding every day in a hydraulic elevator tends to remove doubts of the
magic power possessed by water hitched to a machine.

New

WAWTS
FOR RENT

Dr. Diaz residence.

"Elastic" Bookcat

wn

FOR RENT Two story, six room
house. Apply 302 Cerrillos St.

tho original and only perfect sectional bookcase
made. The doors are

non-bindin- g,

dust-proo-

FOR SALE Piano. Cash $40. Aa
dress Box 113, City.

of order. Bases furnished
with or without drawers,
e Call and see them, or
send for catalog No. 105
y the New Mexican
Printing Company, Local
agents. Santa FF., N. M.

FOR 8ALE Good
upright piano
nqulre at Wagner Furniture coinpanj
store.
FOR RENT House with bath and
modern conveniences.
Inquire 11"
Grant avenue.
MEN WANTED To collect medi
For
cinal roots, barks, herbs, etc.
particulars, enclosing stamp, write to
J. C. Zehrlng & Co., Lebanon, Pa.
ROSWELL-TOMIANC-

AUTOMOBILE

E

Dr. Clifford F.
Vegas, N. M eye,
specialist, will be
July 1st, 2nd and

U. S. MAIL AND PA
Losey of East Las
ear, nose and throat
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
at the Palace hotel
Agents for the Bulck, Pope Toledo,
3rd.
and Kissel Automobiles.
Shortest route between Roswelland
FOR SALE A ueccmo-traiK- i
steam the Pecos
Valley to El Paso and
boiler in good condition. It will be
Santa Fe and all points in the Es- disposed of at very low price. Apily tancla
Valley and western New
to the New
Printing Cora
pany.
Automobiles leave Roswell daily at
1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for
I have right good ranches for sale
Paso and all points on Rock Island
cheap in south end of county. Also
Railway.
a number of city lots. Will also sell
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arriv- a store, good paying business. Will
wishes
at
a
sell
bargain as proprietor
to go to Old Mexico. Come and see
me. Room 9, Catron block. Marce-linA. Ortiz.
o

Boston

Philadelphia

42
33

33

20
25
25
28
30
31
37
39

well, New Mexico.
50 lba. Any
Baggage allowance
amount of baggage can be carried
by notifying Company at Roswell.

Heal

Resort

pine-cla- d
hills on the
Pecos River. 2 miles from Rowe Station on
the main line of the A. T. & S. P.

.754

Good Hunting and Fishing

.638
37 21
Chicago
.585
31 22
New York
'517
31 29
Cincinnati
.464
26 30
Philadelphia
.414
24 34
St. Louis
.357
20 36
Brooklyn
.268
15 41
Boston
American League.
Won. Lost. P.C.

Detroit

ROUTE,

liffdene, located among

National League.
Won. Lost. P. C.
14

Shut

Ileal

HOW THEY STAND.

43

SSENGER

ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Saving
Passengers over 30 house between
these points over any other route.
Full equipment of modern Cars in
service securing comfort to passengers. Courteous and expert Chauffeurs in charge of every car. Seats
reserver on Auto by applying to
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Ros-

J. W. STOCKARD, manager

BASEBALL.

Pittsburg

oper-

f,

ate on roller bearings, and
positively cannot get out

.677
.683
.569
.525
.474
.456
.351
.330

31
Cleveland
27
New York
26
SIMPLE FAITH.
Chicago
20
Washington
A Burly Burglar's Confidence In an St. Louis
21
Editor's Business Acumen.
Western League.
A man who admitted ttit he came
Won. Lost. P. C.
.593
32
22
direct from state prison tried to sell Sioux City
.589
33 23
to the city editor of a New York news- Wichita
26
paper a weird and startling story of a Omaha
,....3128 24 .544
.538
he
which
declared
had
will
...
missing
Topeka
28 26
.519
been revealed to him by a fellow con- Denver
.500
vict. He was a burly fellow with a Des Moines
29 29
.375
21 35
prognathous jaw, and he had lost an Pueblo
.345
19 36
eye in battle. The mere look of him Lincoln
would frighten a timid citizen into
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
tremors. Mr. White, the expert in
National League.
Boston at Philadelphia.
criminology, cross examined the man
as follows:
New York at Brooklyn.
American League.
"Why were you In Auburn?"
"Highway" (meaning, of course, highSt. Louis at Chicago.
way robbery).
Cleveland at Detroit.
"I suppose you were wrongfully conWashington at New York.
victed."
Philadelphia at Boston.
"Nuh; dey had me right."
,
Western League.
Such engaging candor made Mr.
Lincoln at Wichita.
White feel that the man was truthful,
Sioux City at Topeka.
and he was greatly disappointed when
Des Moines at Denver.
strict investigation disclosed the fact
Omaha at Pueblo.
that the story of the missing will was
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
all fictitious.
The man was disapNational League.
pointed, too, at the failure of his ro3; Cincinnati 2.
Pittsburg
mance, but he went away from the
5; Boston 3.
Philadelphia
newspaper office In cheerful mood,
American League.
with some remark about better luck
Boston 6; Washington 5.
next time.
Detroit 2; Chicago 1.
A week later Mr. White was sumSt. Louis 6; Cleveland 0.
moned to the reception room of the
New York 2; Philadelphia 1.
newspaper, and there he found his
Western League.
friend, the burly highwayman, his
Lincoln 6; Pueblo 2.
shoulders broader, his single eye fiercer
Denver 6; Sioux City 4.
than ever. But his visit was quite
Topeka 5; Des Moines 2.
friendly, although somewhat tinged
Wichita
7; Omaha 3.
with business. He evidently believed
Association.
American
he could rely on Mr. White's good
Kansas City 2; Louisville 0.
faith and business acumen. Fixing
Minneapolis 5; Toledo 1.
Mr. White with his glittering eye, the
St. Paul 0; Columbus 2.
strong armed one plucked him by the
Milwaukee
4; Indianapolis S.
sleeve over to a corner of the room
and there In a loud, hoarse whisper InTo avoid serious results take Foquired:
at the first sign
"Say, couldjer do anyt'ing wit' a cou- ley's Kidney Remedy
disorder such
or
of
bladder
kidney
ple o' watches?" Harper's Weekly.
aa hnnknrhfi
nrlnarv irregularities.
exhaustion, and vou will soon be well, i
Biminl and the Fountain of Youth.
Kidney
Blmini was a fabulous island firmly Commence taking Foley s
believed In by the Indians of the An- Remedy today. Sold by all druggists.
tilles, though they could give no furThe New Mexican Printing comther clew to its location than that it
has on hand a large supply of
pany
lay some hundreds of leagues north
of Hlspanlola.
On this Island was pads and tablets suitable for school
the famous fountain of youth, giv- work, the desk, and also for lawyers
good everywhere.
ing perpetual health and vigor, It and merchants;
was the search for this fountain that We will sell them at 5 cents in book
led Ponce de Leon and Hernando de form.
Soto to Florida, on the outskirts of
Born In Iowa.
which the islcnd was generally supOur family were all born and raised
posed to be situated.
In Iowa, and have used Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
Concerning Hie Kissing of Her.
Only one person with a mean dis- (made at Des Moines) for years. We
position would have figured out this know how good it is from long expelittle prose poem. It runs as follows: rience In the use of it In fact, when
Which do you think la the greatest in El Paso, Texas, the writer's life
was saved by the prompt use of this
lur?
remedy. We are now engaged in the
DID be kiss her?
mercantile business at Narcoossee,
Did HE kiss her?
Fla., and have introduced the remedy
Did he KISS her?
here. It has proven very successful
Or.
Did he kiss HER? Cleveland News. and is constantly growing in favor.
Ennis Bros. This remedy is for sale
by all druggists.
The Great Need.
"Miss Dolly, you know the old adaIt Is an admitted fact that reav
ge"--,'.
"I don't want to hear anything a boat tate, financial men and merchants all
the interrupted. ""What we say that quickest and best results are j
obtained by advertising In the New
girls want Is some subtract-ages.- "
Mexican.
Woman's Home Companion.
add-ages- ,"

Subscribe for the bar
and get the news.
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Makes this the most delightful resort in

RATES

New-Mexic-

$1 50I per day,
SS.OCper week, meals 50c
Transportation from Station SI. 00

Fox

Xxiforraatieaa. JS.a.&xea

MRS.

E. BERaviA

H- -

N

HOWE, NEW MEXICO.

QJO

CALlEfiTE HOT SPRINGS.

These celebrated Hot Springs are
located in the midst of the Ancient
miles west
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad, from which point a
daily line of stage runs to the springs.
The temperture of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude 6.000 feet. Climate
the entire
very dry and delightful
year round. There is now a commodious hotel for the convenience of invalids and tourists. People suffeing
from consumption, cancer, and other
contagious diseases, are not accepted.
'Tiese waters contain 1,626.24 grains
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being
Bar-anc-o

the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
world. The efficiency of these waters
has been thoroughly tested by the
miraculous cures attested to in the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Brighfs
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitio
and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc. Board, lodging and bath
ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
per month.
Stage meets Denver
trains and waits for Santa Fe train
upon request. This resort is attractive at all seasons and is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
same day. For further particulars
address:

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
Oh CJImH-

I

-

Proorietor.
ro"

Tnom

N

Rtsbbe Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING.
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR
BUSINE8S,
A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU
A GREAT
DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY PEOPLE ARE
USING RUBBER
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME 13 MONEY THESE DAY3

PRICE-LIS- T
15
8tampf not over 2 2 Inches no
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
Inchee long
20c.
Stamp, over 2 2 and not over 3
Each additional line on stamp, 15a.
One-lin- e
23a.
Stamp, over 3 2 and not ov er 6 Inches long
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
One-lin- e
Ke.
Stamp, over 5 Inches long, per inch
Each additional fine, same price.
(Curved lines on 8tamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate price.
Where type used Is over one-haInch Inch In sli, w charge for one
line for each one-haInch or fraction.
One-lin- e

I

.

........

2

lf

lf

DATES, ETC.
Local Dater any town and date for
Ledger Dater month, day and year In
Regular line Dater
Definance Model Band Cstsr

..............
,

...........

Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
Pearl Check Protector

Fac-Sml-

le

1.86
1.50

1.50

STAMP PADS.
15 cents; 2
10 cents; 2x3
25 cents; 1 14x4 14,
75 cent.
15 cents; 3 14x6 14, 50 cents; 4
FOR TYPE 8PECIMEN8
ADDKESS
SELF-INKIN- G

1

2,

J1E7 FjEXICAJI PRIJIT1JIG
ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,

CO.

n
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PHONE
NO. 92.

PHONE

NO. 92.

MARKET

HAYWAED'S

ER
POUND

FRESH STRAWBERRIES DAILY
BY EXPRESS
NO. 92.

CASH

4

No

H

twins

PHONE

Grocery

PHONE
NO. 92.

4

No.

Bakery

g

WE ARE STILL SELLING

lbs. j&'j

I

go
JT

CAN YOU BUY IT ANY WHERE ELSE

BY THE SACK AT

BETTER PRICE

A

Your money back if you can
buy better at aDy price than
Belle Spring Creamery

30

Butter

c

COFFEE

1!
ill nua
.! you your ueauug
wim us
wui
il:
u
is
uui
ju&i
auyuiiug
sansiaciory.
right let us know and we make it rightXT

liict
m

i--

Right

I

.1

.

10U

.

1

.i

X
X
X
V

Experiences in New Mexico.

Pittsburg, Pa., June

x

PREMIER, HARRINGTON HALL VIGOSA
AND SIEbTA 40c a lb. 2 lb. for 75c.
Coffee to equal the above for
TVv There is noTRY
IT if it does not suit you,
y the price
If return it to us and we will cheerfully refund your money
V

Denver,
Colo.,
June 29.
Forecast for New Mexico:
Local showers tonight or Wed- nesday with stationary tern- perature.

Laura Biggar Bennett' Tells
Pittsburg of Her Journalistic

When Mrs.
Laura Bigger Bennett, the former actress, has finished her litigation over
the Bijou theatre property, on which
Try our ground alfalfa meal. Best
chicken feed or earth. Leo Hersch, she holds a $215,000 mortgage, and
returns to her abode homestead at
San Francisco Street.
Albuquerque, New Mexico, she will
New
Advertisement
Attention is not take up the editorial cudgel in decalled to the new advertisement of fense of
the common people of that
Frank F. Gonnley, the taxidermist.
burg.
DRESS MAKER All kinds of sew
Mrs.
Bennet
has had experience
Corner Cathedral
ing $1.50 a day.
sufficient in running a daily sheet out
and San Francisco St.
among the sandhills, and she will
Keep Dogs at Home The Woman's worry no more with the
pro and con
Board of Trade requests that owners of
a state bullion tax, the impervious
keep their dogs out of the Plaza.
strength of certain railroad corporaChicken wheat at Leo Hersch's.
tions and with the whole shebang of
Gets
The
to be found without hunting
Santa
Contract
troubles
Plueger
Fe Railroad which is to build a new in fussy New Mexico.
hotel and eating house at Lamy has
The Albuquerque Sun, which Mrs.
awarded the contract for the furnish- Bennett owned and operated, is no
ing of the adobe bricks, to John more. Before she came East the "We
Plueger of Lamy.
regret to announce" bulletin, with a
Big Bond Issue Sold The Citizens' few trite opinions of the people of
Ditch Company of San Juan county, the town, appeared on half of the
has sold an issue of $125,000 bonds to front page. The telegraphic wire bea Milwaukee firm. The proceeds are came silent as so much junk, the
being used to build an extensive ir- paste-pot- ,
scissors and "Who's Who"
rigation system near Aztec.
book was stored away, and the estabDid you see the change of pictures lishment from which the paper was
at the opera house last night? Don't published was locked up.
miss the "English Steeple Chase," or
Mrs. Bennett, with no more exper"The Escape From Prison" tonight. ience in the
newspaper game than was
They are the best yet.
gained by conversation with reporters
Shower Last Evening It was only and with press agents in the old days,
.04 of an inch precipitation that last
accomplished an astounding thing in
evening's thunders torm brought, but publishing the erstwhile Sun. She is
another shower is promised for to sued the
paper without a plant. The
night or tomorrow. The maximum editorial room was a small office and
temperature yesterday was 84 de- the paper was set and printed in a
grees. During last night the tempera- rival
shop, by contract, $900 a month
ture here dropped to 55 degrees.
being paid.
Died of Asthma Yesterday evenThe Way They Took Ads.
ing at seven thirty Mrs. Desidera Or"It was a losing game," says Mrs.
tiz of Cerillos street, succumbed to
an attack of asthma.
The deceased Bennett. "I was running about $2,000
was fifty-siyears of age. The funer- a month behind, and the pace of the
al will take place tomorrow from bank roll was too swift. You see, out
Guadalupe church, interment to be at there in New Mexico it is different
from here in the East, both as to news
Guadalupe cemetery.
I
Three Suicides in One Week A and business. When found that the
switchman named Rivers, last week financial arrangements were not gocommitted suicide at Carrizozo by ing satisfactorily, I jumped in to solicit
I got them, too, in
taking morphine. That was the third advertisements.
suicide in New Mexico last week, the plenty. But thaj was all.
others being that of a healthseeker at
"Here is the reason we were long
on
in
ads and short on returns: I would
Mexithe
New
Springer reported
can on Monday, and the other of a go to the office of a business concern
contractor at Roswell, reported in the and talk advertising with them. 'Sure,'
New Mexican yesterday.
the head of the firm would say. 'Just
take our card and fix it up yourself.' I
Gun Was Accidentally Discharged
Henry Thompson, a young man living would arrange and publish the ad and
near Portales, was accidentally shot that ended the matter. When I went
Sunday evening in the right thigh. It around with the bill they did not seem
happened at his home on the McMinn to understand that advertising should
place four miles west of town. His be paid for. No wonder it was a los
father, I. M. Thompson, was exam- ing proposition.
ining a shot gun, standing in the door
"But the paper was a good one. We
of the house.' The gun was accidentthe downtrodden and told
championed
ally discharged just as the young man
a
the
police
thing or two about their
stepped around the corner of the
methods of abusing the
house."
Spanish-speakinWe
population.
Onion Sets at Leo Hersch's.
showed 'em up just like that. Mad?
Priest Ordained at Loretto Chapel One
fellow on the police depart
This morning at seven o'clock in ment big
came into the office one morning
the chapel of Loretto Academy, Peter to clean
it out. Dr. Hendricks, who
Dalas, who has been studying at Las is also
my legal adviser, was reading
Vegas for the priesthood, was ordain- some
copy. The policeman struck
ed at the hands of Most Reverend
out, then he thought that an automatic
Father
Archbishop J. B. Pltaval.
machine was at, work on his
Dalas was ordained as a member of riveting
face. He came to in the street. That's
the Society of Jesus. A large number
one of the incidents.
of priests were present to witness the only
motto to be observed in
"The
ceremony as was a brother of the
in New Mexico is, 'don't
a
paper
neophyte.
be afraid.' There was that campaign
Preparing for New Bank A lease in which Andrews was elected Terri
has been taken on the front portion of
torial delegate to Congress. The gang
the building occupied by The Smoker,
wanted us to support Larrazolo. the
the place to be used for a bank. The
Democratic nominee, and said we
jnew institution will be called the could have 8,000 subscriptions in the
Capital City bank, making the third state at $5
per if we could 6ee it that
bank for Santa Fe. Workmen are al
we
couldn't and we said so
But
way.
ready busily engaged in the construct- on the front page.
ion of a large vault. The necessary
Why Andrews Won.
bank furniture is on the way here
"Andrews was elected, and who did
from the factory. The doors of the
new bank are to be thrown open for it? My paper. We pounded away at
the other side and we boomed our
business on July 15.
own. Result Andrews by about 100
votes.
PLAZA FETE
" and Mrs. Bennett
"But
sighed
GREAT SUCCESS reflectively, "it is a thing of the past.
The people wanted, me to keep it up
The members of the Woman's and stopped me on the streets to ask
Board of Trade take this opportunity me to continue. But it's too strenu
to thank the public for their very ous. Somebody was liable to drift inin to the office sometime with an auto
generous support and
the Plaza Fete of last Wednesday. matic
gun. One never can tell. As I
Each citizen seemed to feel honored
we cuampioned those who bufsay,
by being asked to assist and we know feted about
they call them greasers
not where to begin to give special
out there and naturally the persethanks. The New Mexican always cutors were offended.
most generously advertising all our
"We were under contract of $900 a
undertakings. The beauty of the
Plaza was enhanced by the electric month with another paper for our
lights donated by the Water and Light printing and typesetting. On two days
Company. To the band who gave us they did not 'catch the mail.' (Notice
music in the Plaza and to Morrison's that tenchnical phrase?) They had
orchestra who played for the dance we contracted to have our sheet on the
are deeply indebted. For the use of street at 4 : 30 and the failure to do this
Then I quit.
. broke the contract.
lumber we are indebted to C. W.
We believe there was not a
"But I like it out there, away from
merchant who did not donate, and the grinding, quibbling, quarreling,
that liberally to some of the many wicked big cities. I like to be where
booths.
It was a bright and good I can gallop over the plains. There
natured crowd who turned out to en- is where I found health and repose.
courage the women and who spent You should see my house. It is a
their money so fully that the board
with walls three feet thick, but
cleared about $510, which will enable 'dobe,
is most comfortable. I have a dug
it
them to pay off $500 of their debt and well 250 feet
deep and the water is
order $100 worth of new books for
I also have fourteen cats about
great.
the library. For all of which we
the place and carriage and riding
thank the public most heartily.
In the conservatory attached
Mr. Corrick saved us much by pro- horses.
I raise vegetables for
house
to
the
free
the
ice cream.
viding
drayage for
would burn up
table.
the
They
Our own assembly room being in
use for the supper we considered it
a very great favor to have the use
"It's a good place Albuquerque
of the Armory for the dance.
where you can see far without seeing
anything, but I do not like it as a
$5.00 Reward For return of bunch newspaper town. In this regard, It Is
of 12 or 14 keys with name plate, Ar- a trifle strenuous. They expect one
thur Boyle, Santa Fe, N. M No ques to print a story and an apology In the
tions asked. Return to this office.
Bame column."
X
X
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MANY POST
STORY AND APOLOGY
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Mrs.
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COAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

$4,50 per ton
'
5.25
6.00

Screened Raton Lump
Monero "
"
terrillos '

Sawed Wood and Kindling
All Kinds of Steam Coal.

Anthracite Coal all siaes
Smithing Coal

CAPITAL COAL YARD
Not
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Phon
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No. 86, Office Garflold Atmim,

DUPROW & M0NTENE
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
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Black and White Hearse.
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMIN6
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NAVAJO AND

NF OF

CH,MY0
BLANKETS

Curios of Every Description
Possible at Reasonable Prices
E SOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS

M
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THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO
J. S. CANDELARIO Proprietor.
301-30-

3

San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,
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FOB FIVE CENTS
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ft All Ladies who visit the store will receive a free souvenir
ft
We will shortly have in a full line of
ft
Mexican Straw Hats at 50cts. each
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ft
ft
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lantic City. He had been ailing for
several years.
"Iz" Durham, as he was familiarly
known, was 53 years old. He was a
Number of Star Service Routes Are follower of the late Senator Quay and
Established New
owned much to the friendship of that
Schedules.

The following postofflce site has
been recently changed: Felix, Chaves
mile southeast.
i
county to
The postofflce at Garcia, Union
and
county has been discontinued
mail now goes to Barney.
Robert E. Dever has been commissioned postmaster at Eudee, New
j

4

He was also a friend of
politician.
Delegate W. H. Andrews of New Mexico.
Recently Mr. Durham purchased a
large interest in the Philadelphia National League baseball club.
TAFT AS JUDGE6fWHISKY.
(Continued From Page One)

Mexico.

appointment of residents of WashingThe order changing the star serv ton
indorsements
obtained
upon
ice route between Galisteo and Ken-- i
the malls.
through
nedy so as to end at Kennedy railroad
Competitive examinations are prostation has been rescinded.
vided for, but this requirement is not
Star Service Changed.
The star service between
and made applicable to supervisors and
Delphons has been changed beginning enumerators. Only one person from
June 29, requiring performance of a family will be admitted under the
service both ways between termini examination and this provision is
over the old road, there being no made general to all branches of the
change in the distance. The star ser- civil service.
The geographical examination is alvice between Monument, N. M., and
Shatter Lake, Texas, has been chang- so provided for. The appointments
ed beginning May 12 to supply Monu of emergency employes for a period
ment at site authorized April 29th, not longer than sixty days is authorized but it is required that those apdecreasing distance .11 miles.
The star service from Leyba to
pointments shall be made , from the
has been changed so as to per- eligible list.
mit the postmaster at Ribera to dispatch the mail two hours in advance
of schedule time providing that no
connections be broken and no complaints made.
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
Star Service Established.
New York, June 29. Amalgamated,
Star service has been established at 83
Atchison 115
pfd., 116
the following points: Casa Grande to
Co. Pac. 132
N. Y. C. 133
U.
Las Vegas, twenty miles and back,
194 34; steel, 69; pfd., 126
P.
twice a week beginning July 2. AnMONEY AND METALS.
dres Gutierrez of Casa Grande has
New York, June 29. Prime paper,
been appointed to take charge.
3
4; Mexican dollars, 44; call
Ranger Lake to Bronco, twenty
1
money
miles and back, twice a week, beginSt. Louis, Mo., June 29. Lead,
2.
of
Fred
ning July
Ranger
Petty
to take $4.35; spelter, $5.35.
Lake has been appointed
GRAIN, LARD, PORK AND RIBS.
charge.
Chicago, 111., June 29. Close-W- heat
Richland by Cromer, Nobe and .Tud-so- n
to Elida, 34 miles and back, three
Sept., $1.11
July, $1.16l-8- ;
times a week. W. Armstrong of No-b- e
Corn July, 70
Sept., 67
has been appointed to take charge.
43 12.
49
Oats
Service
Schedules.
Sept.,
Star
July,
The following new star service
Pork July, $20.17 12; Sept., $20.40
20.42
schedules have been issued:
Leaves
Central to Silver City.
Lard July, $11.70; Sept., $11.75.
Central daily except Sunday at 1:30
Ribs July, $11.07
Sept., $11.9T
p. m. and arrives at Silver City by 4
p. m.; leaves Silver City daily exWOOL MARKETS.
St. Louis, June 29. Wool weak.
cept Sunday at 7 a. m. and arrives
23
at Central by 9:30 a. m. Effective Territory western mediums
June 25th.
27
Fine mediums 2125; fine
Nutt to Cooks.
1220.
Leaves Nutt daily except Sunday
LIVE STOCK.
on receipt of mail from i)ain due at
Kansas City, Mo., June 29. Cattle
8:45 but not later than 9:15 and ar1,500
8,000, including
Receipts,
rives at Cooks in 5 hours; leaves Southerns; market steady. Native
f
Cooks daily except Sunday
steers, $5.007.00; Southern steers,
hour after arrival and arrives at Nutt
$4.005.75; Southern cows $2.75
in five hours. Effective June 21.
4.75; native cows and heifers, $2.75
House to Taiban.
$3.75
7.00; stackers and feeders,
Leaves House on Monday, Wednes
Western
calves,
5.50;
$3.507.00;
day and Friday at 12 m. and arrives at
Western cows,
6.75;
Charlotte by 3:20 p. m.; leaves Char-- , steers, $5.00
$3.005.00.
,
Fri-and
on
lotte
Monday, Wednesday
Receipts, 10,000; market
Hogs
day at 7 a. m., and arrives at House
of sales, $7.407.90;
Bulk
steady.
a.
m. Leaves Taiban
at 10:20
on,
packers and butch$7.807.95;
heavy,
at
and
Saturday
Tuesday, Thursday
ers,
light, $7.357.75;
$7.607.90;
7:25 a. m. and arives at Charlotte by,
6:35 p. m.; leaves Charlotte on Tues-- I pigs, $5.507.25.
6,000; market
Receipts,
Sheep
day, Thursday and Saturday at 7:25)
Muttons, $4.255.25; lambs,'
a. m. and arrives at Taiban at 9:45 steady.
a. m. Effective June 21.
$6.008.50; range wethers, $4.25
4.90;
range ewes, $3.754.75.
Preston to Puerto.
Chicago, June 29. Cattle Receipts
Leaves Preston on Tuesday, ThursBeeves $5.20
day and Saturday at 5:30 a. m. and 2,500. Market steady.
weststeers
Texas
7.40;
$4.756.20;
12
leaves
arrives at Puerto at
m.;
and
stockers
steers
ern
$4.756.25;
Puerto at 1 p. m. on Tuesday, Thursheifers
and
cows
feeders
$3.605.50;
Presday and Saturday and arrives at
ton at 7:30 p. m. Effective June o. $2.506.50; calves $57.
Receipts 14,000. Market
Hogs
Special Service Discontinued.
steady to 5 lower. Light $7.307.85;
'
Special service between Ranger mixed $7.458.05; heavy $7.558.10;
Lake and Bronco, Texas, will be dis
pigs $6.307.10;
rough $7.557.75;
continued after July 1. Also between bulk of sales $7.70 7.85;
Richland and Carter.
Receipts 12,000. Market
Sheep
western
weak. Native $3.255.50;
steers $4.756.25; stockers and feedSENATOR
ers $3.605.50; cows and heifers $2.50
DIES SUDDENLY
6.50; calves $57.
Receipts 14,000. Market
Hogs
Was a Power In the Republican Party steady to 5 lower. Light $7.307.85;
In the City of Philadelphia
mixed $7.458.05; Heavy $7.558.10;
and Pennsylvania.
rough $7.557.75; pigs $6.307.10;
Philadelphia, June 29. State Sen hulk of sales $7.707.85.
ator Israel W. Durham, one of the
Receipts 12,000. Market
Sheep
western
Republican leaders of this city and weak. Native $3.255.50;
$5.756.90;
yearlings
prominent in state politics died sud $3.255.50;
denly at his summer residence in At- - lambs $58.50; western $5.258.
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SunmountSanatorium
AN INSTITUTION

FOR THE TREATMENT

OF

TUBERCULOSIS

Situated in the foot hills of the mountains, one and a
half miles from the plaza. MODERATE RATES,
BOX 9,

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

TAXIDERMIST TANNER

&

FURRIER

Every Description of work in our line done to order

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Pur .Repairing a Specialty

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes
Highest prices paid for raw furs ci all kinds

F' GORMLEY
A?LC?&M FRANK
N. M.
SANTA

MGe?cnhTnd...

'E,

Cleaning and Pressing Establishment
Gents garments cleaned and pressed a Specialty

The Goldberg
,

Ladies

&

HATS CLEANED
AND BLOCKED
PHONE 203 BLACK

lx,
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,tia

208 WEST

i

PALACE AVE.

